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Understanding water movement through fractured and karstic aquifers is 
difficult. hut it is important for those managing these resources . Determining 
which features contribute to flow in these aquifers is important because accurate 
predictions of flow and transport are most sensitive to variations 111 the 
permeabi lity field . A continuum approach to these aquifers has led to two 
problems that are approached with two new techniques that quantify the 
permeability. 
First. continuum hydraulics does not allow an understanding of which 
individual features in an aquifer provide flow. This permeability structure 
problem is manifested in sca le dependent permeability (larger permeability values 
for larger scale tests) . Interpretations of these aquifers arc limited by ignoring 
small-scale data in a<ldressing larger scale problems . The Edwards aquifer \lf 
central Texas was use<l to determine if data sets of matrix permeability. fracture 
VII 
aperture. and conduit size from cores and outcrops can be effective utili1cd to 
interpret permeabilities measured at the small-. well-. and regional-scales. The 
results demonstrate that by quantifying permeability on the small-scale. larger 
scale interpretations of the aquifer are possible and have a stronger quantitative 
basis hy utilizing geologic information from the aquifer. 
The second problem is that standard hydraulic measurement techniques 
are optimized for porous media. This approach docs not allow individual features 
and their connections with other features to he easily evaluated in these aquifers. 
Fractured carbonate aquifers in Wisconsin and Australia were e\'~tluatcd using 
asymmetric dipole-flow tests to determine if the structure of permeability could 
be determined more effectively. Dipole-flow testing. analogous to re .-;isti\·ity 
dipole testing. is a relatively new technique that was devel oped from the use of 
recirculation wells in contaminant remediation. This asymmetric technique may 
overcome many uf the problems inherent in other testing strategics . Asymmetric 
dipole-flow tests provided rapid testing and demonstrated the ability to quantify 
heterogeneities . The results demonstrate that horeholcs can he connected in 
complex geometries with drawdown occurring ahove and helow areas of pressure 
huildup . 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 
Permeability , or the ability of a medium to transmit fluids. is the most 
statistically sensitive phys ical groundwater parameter to estimate from field data. 
In nature. permeability has a range covering at least 17 orders of magnitude 
(Freeze and Cherry. 1979. p. 29 : Neuzil. 1994). The variability in permeability is 
a key factor to understanding the transport of solutes in the subsurface (Rehfeldt. 
et al. 1989). Given the sensitivity of flow and transport equations to this 
parameter and the large range of possible values. accurate permeability data are 
critical for evaluating groundwater. 
Field permeability data are commonly used in very complex modern 
ground water models . Porous media models. such as SUTRA. can accommodate 
three-dimensional saturated and unsaturated flow for various fluids (Voss. 198..f) . 
Fracture mode ls , such as FracMan/MAFIC and FracJdvs can simulate the 
interactions of fractures and the matrix in which they are located ( Dershowitz et 
al. . llJln: Miller and Kleine. 199..+: Therrien and Sudicky. 1996). Stochastic 
representations allow nearly any definable flow configuration to he modeled 
(Cacas et al.. 1990). Even non-Darcian behavior has been incorporated into some 
flow mode ls (Kohl and Hopkirk. 1995). Model outputs. however. are only as 
good as their input. 
There are three prohlems existing with permeability data. eve n when these 
data are available and of high quality : scale effect. heterogeneity. well test 
conceptual models. The scale effect has been discussed by many authors (Kiraly . 
1975: Gelhar et al., 1985: Bhattacharya and Gupta. 1990: Molz ct al.. ( l)lJ(): 
Clauscr. 1992). Research shows that different methods of measuring permeability 
yield a range of results with order of magnitude differences. Permeability data 
collected from core or hand samples commonly yield the lowest values. Aquifer 
tests commonly yield higher values. while tracer tests yield some of the highest 
values (Quinlan et al.. 1992). The value or penncability depends on the scale at 
which the data arc obtained (Kiraly. 1975). 
Another problem is heterogeneity on many scales in fractured and karstic 
aquifers. Pores range from Ill icrnns to tens of meters (Ford and W i II iams. 1989) 
In these types of aquifers flow may be non-Darcian. thereby limiting the 
usefulness of lllany nulllcrical models. Due to heterogeneous permeability. flow 
to a \\ell may not be radial. but linear or spherical (Geier et al.. 1995). In these 
aquifers. specific capacity well tests or standard drav.down tests may not yield 
usdul inforlllation because of a lack of llleasurablc drawdown (Hovorka ct al.. 
1995 ). Pumping tests may require days or even weeks to yield appropriate rc..,ults 
(Clernand and Heidtman. 1997). From the perspective of a rcpresentatin· 
elementary volume (Hubbert, 1956). the representative volume for a fractured or 
br-.,t ic aquifer lllay be the entire aquifer. Thus. smaller scale val ucs of 
permeability will be controlled by individual fractures and conduits. with no 
single representative volume available for different portions of the aquifer. 
\!any available tests determine the permeability at only one location using 
onlv one scale. Zhang and Sudicky ( 1997) collllllcnt that "field data describing 
spatial variations 111 the material properties an: typically lacking." Other 
researchers indicate that there is a need for the ability to measure the permeability 
of aquifers at multiple locations to determine heterogeneity (Rehfeldt et al. . 1989: 
Botha and Yerwey. 1992). Numerical models are capable of high resolution. 
three-dimensional flow. but there arc not field techniques generally available 
capable of gathering the three-dimensional heterogeneity data required. 
With these difficulties. the selection of large-scale permeability used in 
models is difficult (Botha and Ycrwey. 1992). Well tests can have multiple 
interpretations. and each interpretation can generate an independent conceptual 
model of how the aquifer functions (Botha and Ycn-vey. 1992). Some researchers 
doubt that laboratory scale permeability measurements are even useful ( BradbUI"J 
and Muldoon. 1990). This ambiguity makes aquifer interpretation very difficult 
for practicing hydrogcologists (Williams. 1985). 
Consequently. there arc inherent difficulties 111 determining permeability. 
Techniques should he developed to gather adequate permeability data for 
fractured and karstic aquifers. The nature of the scale dependence of permeability 
.-;hould he investigated to determine the causes and diagnosis of the variability . 
Ad\anced testing techniques should be developed to measure the permeability 
tensor in the field. In addition. the determination of permeability should be made 
faster. cheaper. and more comprehensive. 
The motivation to examine these issues is a result of studying a karst 
aquifer controlled by conduit diameter variations in a cave system in Missouri 
(Halih;.in and Wicks. 1998: Halihan et al.. 1998). Even in a system domin;.ited by 
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one I arge conduit. permeability variations from di tlcrcnt scales needed tl) he 
e\'aluated to develop an appropriate quantitative conceptual model of springflow. 
This led to work on many scales to evaluate how to best characterize these 
aquifers. 
On the s111all-scale. the physics of fracturing was investigated to determine 
how fracturing may affect the surface properties such as roughness. porosity . and 
pcr111cahility (Halihan. 1998: Lindsay. in preparation). Outcrop data from the 
Ed\vards aquifer. Texas was used to investigate how fracture and conduit data 
could he c111ploycd to I) interpret permeability at 111ultiple scales. 2) investigate 
recharge rates and mechanisms. and 3) evaluate flow and transport at leaky 
underground storage tank sites (Zahm. 1998: Sharp et al.. 1998: Hal ihan et al.. 
I l)l)l)a : Halihan. ct al.. I 999c ). Jn the Clare Valley. South Australia . and Wagga 
Wagga. \:cw South Wales. outcrop and creek data were incorporated to interpret 
the location of permeahle regions . the direction of flow. and rates of transport in 
these co111plcx aquifers (Cook ct al. . 1999: Halihan. ll)99: Halihan ct al .. ll)l)l)hl. 
On the well scale. the work focused on employing hydraulic and 
gcophy:--ical techniques to understand flow in fractured aquifers . Ground 
penetrating radar !GPR) and resisti\'ity techniques were used to interpret pumping 
tests. examine fracture aperture variahility. and determine if hydraulically active 
fr ;1cturc orientations could he determined using resistivity (Wilson et al.. 2000a: 
Wil:--nn ct al.. 2000h : Tsoflias ct al.. in review). Hydraulic techniques have 
focu-;cd on using a dipole-flow technique to evaluate fractured aquifer wells. and 
using temperature and conductivity variations in an attempt to Lktnminc fraL'lLtrl' 
locations and flow rates ( Halihan. 1999: Love ct al.. 1999). 
This dissertation addresses in detail some of the problems with 
permeability measurement and some solutions hy evaluating permeability 
structure in fractured and karstic aquifers. First. Chapter 2 examines equilibrium 
models for integrating outcrop and laboratory permeability data to \veil- and 
regional-scale data. These models arc developed and tested to determine if small-
scalc (outcrop and laboratory) data can he used to interpret flow at the well- and 
regional-scale in the Edwards aquifer of central Texas. Previous research has not 
attempted to combine the \'arious regions of permeability with a quantitali\e. 
physical model. In fractured media. permeability data Llll the matrix and fractures 
can he obtained. In karstic media. data can also he collected on conduit sizes . 
Thus far. no models of which we are aware have tested the scale effect h) 
incorporating these various data to determine if the scale effect may simply result 
from heterogeneity in the aquifer. A physical understanding of the causes of the 
scale effect would make quantifying permeability simpler. Aquifers could he 
acces..,ed on many scales. and inconsistencies could he investigated hy collecting 
.1ppropriate data. This portion of the study tests if steady state modeling of 
pe1111c;1hility heterogeneities in a fractured. karstic aquifer can explain the scale 
effect. 
Second. in Chapter 3. an asymmetric dipole flow lest is developed and 
tested 1n Door County. Wisconsin as a multiscalc heterogeneity profiling tool to 
detect the quantitative structure of permeability in a well in a fractured aquifer. 
5 
The asymmetric dipole flow technique has not heen previously tested in the field . 
and the advantages of the technique for observing heterogeneities are presented in 
Chapter 3. Finally. in Chapter 4. the asymmetric dipole-flow test is applied to 
interpret connections hetween a well and piezometers in a complex fractured 
aquifer in the Clare Valley. South Australia. The combination of outcrop analysis 
and dipole-flow testing allows a helter understanding of the structure of 
permeability on multiple scales in fractured aquifers . 
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CHAPTER 2: San Antonio segment of the Edwards aquifer: 
matrix, fractures, or conduits'! 
ABSTRACT 
Understanding water movement through fractured karst aquifers is 
difficult. hut it is important for proper management of these resources. Much of 
central Texas depends primarily on the fractured and karstified San Antonio 
segment of the Edwards aquifer. The prohlem of scale dependent pcrmeahility 
makes interpretations of the aquifer difficult hy limiting our ahility to effectin::ly 
ut i Ii ze small-scale data for larger scale prohlems . We used permcahi I it ies 
measured at the small- (!ah and outcrop). well-. and regional-scales to evaluate if 
small-scale data can he used to reproduce and interpret well- and regional-scale 
data. Small-scale data sets of matrix permeability. fracture aperture. and conduit 
size from cores and outcrops were utilized . Well-scale permeahilities were 
estimated from pump tests. Regional-scale pcrmcahilitics were estimated from 
numerical models. A modified layered aquifer model was used to calculate well-
and regional-scale permeahilities from the small-scale data. Using an average 
regional hydraulic gradient to compute Reynolds numhers. the small-scale 
per me ahil it y data were used to predict the occurrence of non-Ii near Lim i nar to 
turbulent flow. The results indicate that. in general, fractures control flow on the 
well--.cale in the Edwards. and that many wells sample non-linear laminar to 
turbulent flow within the aquifer. The results also indicate that conduits are not 
the major contributors to well-scale permeability in the Edwards. but. if present. 
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control regional-scale permeahilities and haw turhulcnt flow . Finally. the resulh 
indicate that pump tests \vould yield no meaurahle drawdown in approximately 
I 51,i( uf \veils due to either fractures or conduits. 
INTRODl 'CTION 
The case with which water flows through an aquifer. 4uantified as 
permeability. can he difficult to determine. Permeability ranges over at least 17 
orders of magnitude (Freeze and Cherry. 1979. p. 29 : Neuzil. 1994). This 
variation in permeahility is a key factor lo understanding groundwater flow and 
solute transport in the suhsurface (Rehfeldt ct al.. 1989). 
In fractured karst a4uifers. the difficulty in 4uantifying permeahility is 
amplified hy flow in fractured and dissolution zones. This is illustrated hy the fact 
that measured permeahi I ity generally increases with scale in fractured karst 
~1quifers (Kiraly . 1975). This is generally referred to as the scale effect. 
Permcahility measurements in a karstic aquifer can vary hy as much as nine 
orders of magnitude (Maclay and Land. 1988: Hovorka ct al.. 199.'i )(as shown in 
Figure 2. I) . 
In the San Antonio segment of the Edwards a4uifer (hereafter referred to 
as the Edwards aquifer). quantifying permeahility is important hecause of the 
i ncrcas i ng demands on the aquifer which require managers to understand how the 
a4u1fcr functions so that it can he properly utilized and protected (Sharp and 
Banner. 1997). Fortunately. the Edwards aquifer has a large permeability 
database a\ ailahle over a range of scales from core samples to regional model 
estimates. Utilizing these data . this research addresses the question of what 
controls flow in the Edwards aquifers: the matrix. the fractures . or the conduits. 
The question is not trivial. as workers in the Edwards aquifer have widely varying 
opinions of what is the appropriate conceptual model of the aquifer. 
PREVIOUS WORK AND DEFINITIONS 
Previous work has investigated the scale effect of permeability from field 
data and theoretical interpretations. In order to define scales in hydrology. 
different nomenclatures have evolved. The nomenclature used in this paper is 
similar to that of Bradbury and Muldoon ( 1990). Small scale refers lo 
permeameter tests . fracture measurements, or conduit measurements that take 
place in the laboratory or outcrop and generally make a measurement over a 
volume of 0 .0 I 1111 to I 0 1111. This would correlate with the laboratory scale of 
Dagan ( 1986). Well scale refers to well or packer tests that occur on a scale of 
100 - 1000 m1 • which is similar to the local scale of Dagan ( 1986). Finally. the 
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regional scale refers to volumes of greater than I 000 m . Dagan (I 986) uses the 
same term. 
Kiraly ( 1975) first noticed the scale effect in karst aquifers of Switzerland. 
in which pcrmeahility continually increased from the small- to the regional-scale. 
He hypothesized that the increase from small- to well- scale was caused by 
fractures . and that the largest permeabilities on the regional-scale were caused by 
brstic conduits . Quinlan et al. ( 1992) compiled over 1800 dye traces from 25 
countries. and concluded that average flow velocity values continually increased 
with scale . Extending the work of Brace ( 1984). Clauser ( 1992) noted that 
permeability increased approximately three orders of magnitude from the small-
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scale to the we II-scale in crystal! i ne rocks . Howen~r. Clauser' s data indicated that 
the permeahility of fractured media measured on the well-scale would not 
continue to increase when measured on the regional-scale. Other authors have 
also suggested that if a sufficiently large volume of rock was selected. a single. 
representative value for permeahility could he determined (Long et al.. 1982: 
Odling. 1997). Rovey ( 1994) examined carhonate aquifer permeahility with 
variogram models. He found that for fractured unkarstified carhonates. a range 
could he determined in which the permeahility reached a constant value. But. for 
mature. well-developed karst aquifers. he suggested that permeahility instead 
increased to "practical infinity ." 
\t1odels of the scale effect depend on which theory is used . Does the 'alue 
of permeability reach a constant value at an appropriate scale. or does it increase 
indefinitely'> In fractured media. permeahility data can he ohtained on the matrix 
and fractures. In karstic media. data can also he collected on conduit sizes. Few. 
if an y. models of which we arc aware have tested the scale effect hy incorporating 
these 'arious data to determine which heterogeneities control the permcahility of 
a fractured karst aquifer. A quantitative physical understanding of the scale effect 
makes quantifying permeability more robust. enahling the proper physical mmlel 
to he used . An aquifer could he assessed on many scales. and inconsistencies 
could he investigated hy collecting appropriate data. 
Definitions for matrix. fractures. and conduits vary widely. For this paper. 
terminology was hascd upon ohservahle hydrogcologic features in outcrops and 
Gt\·es. The terminology. which may provide a useful standard. is similar to that of 
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Atkinson ( 1985) (see also Ford and Williams. 1989. pp. 166-170): lwwc,cr. the 
terminology is based purel y on the aquifer's geometric characteristics am! rint 
upon the potential or interpreted flow regime. In this paper. matrix refers to rock 
where no fractures visible to the unaided eye are present. Fracture refers to 
fractures that are visihle to the unaided eye that are open. not filled by minerals. 
Conduit refers to dissolution features that extend for a range greater than that of 
the \veil -scale and are visible to the unaided eye. Dissolution feature refers to 
solutional features which are limited to meter-scale or smaller. For modeling . 
fractures are two-dimensional uniform slots and conduits arc one-dimensional 
pipes . 
SITE DESCRIPTION 
Hydrostratigraphic relationships for the Edwards aquifer are given in Rose 
( 1972). \faclay and Small ( 1986). Pavlicek et al. ( 1987). and Sharp and Banner 
( 1997 l. The aquifer consists of Cretaceous limestones and dolomites that han' 
undergone multiple periods of karstification . It is not well understood whether 
the high permeahilities ohserved in the aquifer are due to heterogeneities in the 
matrix. \Ve 11-con nected fractures. karst i fied conduits. or some com hi nations 
thereof. The aquifer supplies one of the highest naturall y flowing wells in the 
wllrld with a discharge of 1.58 111 ' s" 1 (25.000 gpm) (Swanson. 1991 ). It also has 
springs that discharge from fractures in the outcrop at comhined average rates 
het\\een 5 and 15 111 1 s-1 (Sharp and Banner. 1997). 
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PER\IEABILITY DATABASE 
Permeability data are available for the Edv,:ards aquifer on several scaks 
(Figure 2.1 ). Small-scale data are available from core samples and measurements 
of fracture apertures and conduits in outcrop. Pumping test data evaluate the 
well-scale. Finally. three numerical 111odels constructed for the Edwards aquifer 
provide estimates of regional-scale permeability. Permeability data collected on 
any scale have errors associated with those data. and we refer the reader to the 
data sources for discussions of errors. 
In this study, the distributions of matri x per111eability. fracture apertures. 
and conduit sizes were appro ximated as lognormal distributions. The 
distributi ons of fracture aperture and conduit sizes can also he modeled as power 
law distrihutions. By choosing lognormal distrihutions . the largest apertures and 
the largest conduits 111ay not be represented in the analysis. resulting in a 
consenative estimate of the highest per111eabilities. 
Small-scale 
Small-scale data for a fractured karst aquifer such as the Edwards aquifer 
are difficult to ohtain. Representati ve samples of the matrix can be difficult to 
collect from cores. Fracture data can usually only he collected from the surface at 
outcrops or creek heds , or from caves and tunnels in the suhsurface. Conduit data 
are yet more difficult to obtain due to the difficulty in determining the lengths of 
conduits that are smaller in diameter than a human hody. For the Edwards 
aquifer. man y small-scale data are availahle. hut additional small-scale data are 
yet needed for quantifying flow al larger scales with a physical model. 
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Matrix 
The matrix permeability data utilized for this study consist of 493 
measurements from 0.025 m (I inch) core plugs taken from various studies 
(Figure 2.1 ). 195 measurements are from Hovorka et al. ( 19931: an additional 195 
measurements are from Hovorka et al. ( 1995): and the remaining I 03 matrix 
permeability measurements are from unpublished measurements (Hovorka. 
personal communication) . The matrix permeability appears to have a bottom 
truncation at a lower value of approximately !0·17 m2. For this stud y. the 111atrix 
pernh:ahility was modeled as a lognormal distribution with a geomelric me•tn of 
I ~ I()" I ~ 2 F I .., 
.. x m ( 1gurc ___ ). A value one standard deviation ahove the mean 
yielded a matrix permeability of 4.6 x 10- 14 m2• and a va lue of J.7 x 1()" 17 111"~ 
resulted for one standard deviation below the mean. 
Fractures 
Fracture permeahility w;.is ca lculated from fracture apertures measured on 
th ree tr•rnsects of roadcuts of the Edwards aquifer (Hovorka ct al.. 1998). A total 
of 776 fracture apertures were measured on 79 meters of outcrop (average fracture 
density= 10 m·1 ) with a feeler gauge and a metal ruler. primarily in suh\ertical 
fractures (Figures 2.2 and 2.3 ). Intrinsic permeability was ca lculated from 
apertures using the cubic law (Lamb. 1932). which estimates the permeability of a 
( 2. I) 
where b 1s the fracture aperture [L]. The limit of the feeler gauge technique is 
apparl'.nt in the data set (Figure 2.3 ). with the data truncated he low the 80111 
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percentile . Fracture apertures were assumed to follow a lognormal distrihution 
(Figures 2.2 am! 2.3 ). The geometric mean fracture aperture used was 0.0155 
mm. This results in a geometric mean permeability of 2 x 10·11 m 2. A value one 
standard deviation above the mean yielded a fracture permeahility of 2 x 1((1 m2. 
and a value of 2 x I0-1' nl°:' resulted for one standard dniation helow !he mean. It 
is not assumed that all fracture apertures measured at the outcrop were well 
connected. hut it is assumed that !he apertures of well-connected fractures follow 
the measured outcrop distrihution. This assumes that connectivity of the fractures 
is scale independent. 
The fracture distribution \\.as tested for the \·alidity of laminar Darcian 
flow . Reynolds numbers were calculated using the 0.1 1-0.42 m km 1 range of 
hydraulic gradients ohserved in the Edwards (McKinney and Watkins. 1993). A 
Reynold" number or I 0 was used to represent the onset of non-linear laminar tlnw 
in the fractures ( Lindquisl. 1933: Scheidegger. 1974. pp. 152-187: Fetter. 1994. 
pp. 143 - 144). This occurred with apertures greater than 3 1-4.8 111111 (figure 2.3) 
Full turhulence was estimated at a Reynolds numher or '.2000 (Streeter. 1948). 
This occurred in fractures that ranged in aperture from 18-28 mm. From these 
calculations. it was estimated that the flow would he laminar for l)l)<;.t of the 
fractures . 
Conduits 
Conduit permcahility wa" calculated from the cros'-.- . .;cctional diameters of 
conduits measured at seven outcrop-. (Hovorka et al.. 1995 ). They estimated the 
diameter of 2685 conduits (Figures 2.2 and 2.3) by tracing conduits from 
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photomosaics onto mylar sheets. and then scanning and interpreting these sheets 
using National Institutes of Health image processing software (Rasband. 199--ll. It 
cannot be expected that all of the conduits will maintain the same diameters along 
their entire length. but we assume that the extended conduits follow the measured 
distribution. 
The permeability of the conduits was calculated from the Darcy-Weisbach 
equation assuming both laminar and smoothly turbulent flow. The laminar 
hydraulic conductivity of the conduits. K1 [L ( 1 ]. was calculated using: 
g d ~ 
K =--
' v 32 (2 .2) 
where d is the hydraulic diameter [LJ. g is the gravitational constant [L r 2]. and v 
is the kinematic viscosity [L2 t" 1] (Gupta. 1989. pp. 549-551 ). The turbulent 
hydrau I ic conductivity (derived from Turcotte and Schubert, 1982. pp. 239-2-J.O: 
Halihan ct al .. 1998). K1 lL t" 1 ]. was calculated for smoothly turbulent !low using 
the empirical relationship between friction factor and Reynolds number: 
( =0.3164 R - 1' 4 
· e (2.3) 
where f [- . dimensionless] is the friction factor and R,. [-] i-. the Reynolds number. 
Substituting the definition for friction factor and Reynolds number yields an 
expression for the turbulent hydraulic conductivity of (Halihan and Wicks. 1998 ): 
, 4 17 d 
K = 4 70f _,i;_(-)'17 
I ) 117 ') 
v - (2.4) 
Intrinsic permeability was calculated hy dividing the hydraulic conductivities hy g 
v ·
1 ('.\ote: For non -Darcian flow. not only docs the intrinsic permeability 
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formulation change, but the gradient is no longer linearly proportional to the flux. 
Eyuation (2.4) only accounts for conduit geometry and fluid properties .) 
Reynolds numbers calculated using hydraulic gradients for the Edwards 
ayuifer (0.11-0.42 m km-1 ) indicate that flow would be turbulent (Re > 2000) in 
conduits larger than 0.025-0.0:W m. This includes 95-99 £/n of the conduits (Figure 
2.3 ). The conduit-size distribution was modeled with a lognormal distribution. 
with a geometric mean conduit having a hydraulic diameter of o.rnn meters. 
This yields a hydraulic diameter of 0.139 m for a value one standard deviation 
above the mean. and a value of 0.054 111 for one standard deviation below. This 
yields a median laminar permeability of 2.4 x IO .. ~ m2• and a median turbulent 
permeability of 1.4 x 1()'6 m2 (Figure 2.2). 
The question arises using this conduit distribution as to whether the largest 
conduits have been included. The conduits may follow a power law or fractal 
distribution that would yield larger conduit diameter.-;. and cave maps in the 
Edwards ayuifer indicate meter scale conduits are common (Mace. in press: Ycni. 
1988). In order to test the effect of large conduits on permeability. we included 
both I -meter and I 0-meter conduits for analysis. 
Well-scale 
Well-scale data are abundant for the Edwards aquifer (Figure 2.1). but a 
major difficulty with some of the data is created by high permeabilities . A 
number of well tests in the aquifer recorded no measurable drawdown (Figure 
2.-n These wells have been classified as zero drawdown wells (Hovorka et al.. 
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1995: Mace. in press) . The other \veil tests that had measurable dra\vdown haw 
been termed ··normal" well tests for this study. 
Normal well tests 
Data on well permeability for 90 I normal well tests in the Edwards aquifer 
(Figure 2. 1) were utilized (Hovorka ct al.. 1995). The normal \.Vell tests were 
obtained throughout the aquifer. but the majority were in the confined portion . 
So111e tests \Vere standard pumping tests. but 111ost were speci fie capacity tests. 
Permeability was estimated from the specific capacity data using an e111pirical 
relationship deri ved for the Edwards aquifer (Mace. 1997 ). The geometric mean 
permeability of the normal well tests was 8.64 x l(f 12 m2 with a value of 1.97 \ 
l{f 111 m2 representing one standard deviation above the mean. and a value of 3.7lJ 
X l () -I; m2 representing One standard deviation below. 
Well test data also included information on aquifer thickness and the open 
interval (most well completions are open hole) for the well tests . These 
parameters were modeled as normal distributions for this study. The formation 
has an a\crage thickness of 170 m with a standard deviation of 30 m. The open 
interval had an averaged length of I 00 m with a standard de viation of 30 m. 
Although the deviation for the open interval approximates much of the data. it 
was used as an average comparison against the full formation thickness model. 
maintaining the same standard deviation. 
Zero drawdown well tests 
Approximately 15 9'r> of the well test data collected by Hovorka ct al. 
( 1995! had no measurable drawdown reported (Figures .2 . 1 and 2.4) . If valid. 
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these 171 tests would yield an infinite permeahility. Some researchers lwlieH' 
these tests are unusahle or useless . Others claim that permeahility may be at some 
"'practical infinity" (e.g .. Rovey. 1994). Specific capacity for these well tests was 
estimated hy assuming a drawdown of O.J m (I foot). which was considered the 
resolution of the test data collected by drillers (Hovorka et al.. 1995: Mace. in 
press). The transmissivity was then estimated using an empirical relationship 
derived for the Edwards (Mace. 1997). The geometric mean permeability of the 
zero drawdown well tests was 5.42 x 1{)" 11 m2 with a value of 3.01 x 10·11 1 m 2 
representing one standard deviation ahove the mean. and a value l)f 9.75 x 10·12 
m
2 
representing one standard deviation below the mean . 
The uncertainty in these tests may limit the value of their data. hut 
ignoring them adds bias . These data probably represent the highest permeahilities 
in the aquifer. Therefore , they must be considered. The average pumping rate for 
these well tests was 0.04 m1 s" 1 (625 gpm) with the highest pump rate at 0.525 1111 
s 
1 (8337 gpm). The average horehole diameter for these tests was 0.23 m (9 
inches) with the largest being 1.52 rn (60 inches) (Hovorka et al.. 1995). 
Regional-scale 
Regional estimates of permeability for the Edwards aquifer are limited to a 
few modeling studies (Figure 2. 1) iKlemt et al., 1979: Maclay and Land. 1988: 
Thorkildsen and McElhaney, 1992). Klernt et al. ( 1979) used a number of values 
for transmissivity for their model of the aquifer, but the highest regional value 
used was 2.9 m2 s 1• Using a range of thickness equal to two standard deviations 
in formation thickness (i.e .. 110 m to 230 m), the highest regional permeability 
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was calculated as I x I lr'1 to 3 x I 0 '' m2. Maclay and Land (I l)88 l use a -;lightl) 
higher value for their highest tran-;missivity of 9.3 m 2 s" 1• Given the po-;-;ible 
range of aquifer thickness. this equates to a regional permeability of 3 x Hr'1 to 9 
x ICr' ' m2. Finally. Thorkildsen and McElhaney ( 1992) use one of the smallest 
values for the high transmissivity area of their model. Their highest value was 1.4 
m 2s" 
1
• equaling to regional permeabi Ii ties of 5 x Io· 111 to 1.5 x Hr'i m 2. 
PER\IE:\l.HLITY COMBINATION MODELS 
To evaluate the effects of different high permeability heterogeneitie-; on 
the scale effect in the Edward-; aquifer. models were tested that combine the 
matrix permeability distribution with the fracture and conduit permeability 
lfotributions (Figure 2.5). These models arc steady state and arc modifications of 
equations for layered aquifers. In addition to the assumptions used for layered 
aquifers. four additional assumptions arc necessary : I) the matrix permeability. 
fracture apertures. and conduit diameters follow lognormal distributions : 2) the 
cubic la\v is valid for fractures and equations (2.2) and ( 2.3) are valid for laminar 
and turbulent flow in conduits: 3) the regions of high permeability do not strongly 
affect the matrix. and.+) the distributions of well-connected fracture apertures and 
conduit sizes arc equivalent to the measured distributions of fracture apertures and 
conduit diameters. 
:\latrix +horizontal fractures 
The effects of multiple fractures were examined to test the effect of 
fracture density on effective permeability. Effective pcnncability of matrix and 
fractures can he calculated using: 
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'ih , 'ih , 1 
k , = k ,,, -k ,,, (--) + (--) 
h, 12hl (2.5) 
where/.:,. is the effective permeability [L2]. /.: 11 1 is the matrix permeability [L\ h, is 
the fracture aperture [L]. and h, is the total thickness of the aquifer [L]. Equation 
(..+)can be written in terms of the fracture permeability by substituting ( 12/.:1) 11 ;_ for 
h1• where /.:1 is the fracture permeability [L2]. This is a modified form of 
permeability of a layered aquifer (Leonards. 1962: Fetter. 1994). 
The /.:" distribution was estimated from the distributions of f.: 111 . h1• and h, 
using Monte Carlo simulations with I 0.000 trials per simulation (Jensen ct al.. 
1997. pp. 61-64) . These simulations were performed using the distribution for the 
full aquifer thickness. and the open interval length for h,. Each fracture was 
generated separately for the simulations. These simulations were performed for 
models of I, I 0, 50. and I 00 horizontal fractures . 
Matrix + horizontal conduit 
The model for combining the matrix with the conduit permeability 
assumed a conduit would typically intersect a well horizontally . The cffecti\'e 
permeability for the matrix and a conduit was calculated using : 
kc. =kill +(k c. -kl\l)(~c ) 
I (2.6) 
where d, is the hydraulic diameter of the conduit [L], and kc is the laminar or 
turbulent permeability of the conduit [L2]. This calculation is an average over the 
thickness of the aquifer (h,). and is restricted laterally to a width equal to d,. The 
/.:" distribution was estimated from the distributions of /.: ," , kc. d, . and h, using 
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Monte Carlo simulations . These simulations were performed with four different 
models : one laminar model with h, as the total formation thickness and one with 
h, as the open interval of the wells. and corresponding turhulent models. 
The above conduit model is sufficient for investigating small- and well-
scale effects because the flow regime near the conduit would he linear. However. 
on a regional basis, two questions remain unanswered: First. how would large 
diameter conduits (I-IO meters) observed in the Edwards affect the estimated 
regional model permeabilities (see Yeni. 1988, for conduit examples)" Secondly. 
how does the averaging of low permeability areas adjacent to the conduit affect 
the calculated value? In order to answer these questions values for a I meter and 
a I 0 meter diameter conduit were calculated using equation (2.5 ). In addition. 
rermeahi I ities were calculated for a I 0 km wide, 170 m thick region using the 
average well permeability for km to estimate the effect upon regional scale 
rermeahi I ities . 
RESULTS 
The results indicate that large changes 111 the effective permeability are 
created hy high permeability heterogeneities . The models generated for the 
aquifer result in permeabilities that have a range greater than the observed 
rermeahility data. 
Matrix + horizontal fractures 
For the multiple horizontal fracture model using the full aquifer thickness. 
large increases in permeability are evident over the matrix values. Whereas a 
single fracture increased effective permeability by only 2.3 times at the median. 
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I 00 fractures can increase the median dkctive permeability by oYer fuur and a 
half orders of magnitude (Figure 2.5). This would equate to an a\·erage connected 
fracture density of I fracture every 1.7 111eters. with the majority of the fractures 
smaller than can he measured with a standard feeler gauge. Using the open 
interval of the wells instead of the full aquifer thickness had little effect on the 
value of/.:., .. 
The best fit of the 111ultiple horizontal fracture model to the \veil test data 
occurred with 50 fractures (average connected fracture density of 0 . .3 m-1 ). At this 
density. the model fit approximately 80 percent of the well test data with an error 
in the median values of 8(.i'r (Figure 2.5) . The model predicted higher values for 
the effective permeability below the 10th percentile and above the 90th percentile. 
This model fracture density is approximately .3 ';'<' of the outcrop fracture density of 
I 0 m· 1. 
To determine the relative effects of the 50 horizontal fractures and the 
matrix on effective permeability. 20 trials of the 111odel were examined . In the 
random trials. the matrix contributed less than O.S<lr. of the permeability in all but 
one case . The largest number of fractures contributing greater than I (Ir of the 
tntal effective permeability was 6 of 50 fractures. which occurred in 4 of the 20 
trials analyzed. These four trials had an effective permeability range of 1.9 x 10 1 ; 
to 6.0 x 1()" 12 m2. The largest fracture had an aperture of 1.77 mm contributing 
..+6.2 \I l)f the permeability. The smallest number of fractures contributing greater 
than I c;- of the permeability was I of 50. which occurred in 6 of the 20 trials. 
These six trials had an effective permeability range of I .J x l(f 12 to 1 . .3 x I((' m 2 
..,.., 
with the largest single fracture of 29.0 mm contributing 99.9</r nf the 
permeability. These limited tests indicate that flow occurs in a limited number of 
fractures for the model. and that some of these fractures flow under non-linear 
laminar (I 0<Rc<2000) to turbulent ( Rc>2000) flow conditions. 
Matrix + horizontal conduit 
The laminar horizontal conduit model resulted in a predicted effective 
permeability increase of over 7 orders of magnitude compared to the matrix alone 
(figure 2.5) . This prediction is significantly above the calculated well test 
permeabilities and the regional permeabilities. The turbulent horizontal conduit 
model resulted in a predicted effective permeability increase of over 5 orders of 
magnitude. It is not expected that every well in the Edwards intersects a 
connected conduit of significant dimensions, so it is appropriate to compare the 
horizontal conduit model prediction either with the upper end of the well 
permeability distribution or with the regional values. The median value of the 
turbulent model is 20 times larger than the median well test value. However. 
these values are similar to some of the calculated values for the zero drawdown 
wells . The matrix and conduit model accommodating partial penetration using 
the open interval of the well for the total thickness is only 1.8 times higher than 
the model for the formation thickness. 
The large conduit (I and I 0 meter) models yielded laminar permeabilities 
of 2 x I 0-_. and 2 x I0-1 111 2 for the laminar model and 5 x I o·x and 2 x Io-<> m2 for 
the turbulent model, respectively . When averaged across a I 0 km section of 
aquifer. the model yields laminar permeabilities of I x 10-x and I x 10·-l rn 2 and 
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turhulent permeahilities of I x 1()" 11 and 2 x 10 '1 nr~ . n:specti\'ely. Thus . while a I 
meter conuuit occupies only O.OOOOY?r of the flow area in this estimate. it would 
contrihute 99.94?0 of the flow under laminar conditions mer a I 0 km wide 
segment of aquifer. 
DIS(TSSION 
When examining carbonate rock outcrops. fractures and karst conduits can 
commonly be observed. The permeability of these features can he estimated as 
easily as the matrix permeability (Figure 2.3). When aamining pcrmeahilitics on 
the \veil- or regional-scale however. the location of permeahle features is not 
simple to determine . For the Edwards aquifer. facies analysis indicates the 
presence of high permeability matrix in some locations (Hovorka et al.. 1995). 
Lineament studies that delineate fracture traces hy contouring lineaments per area 
instead of drawing discrete fracture traces indicate the Edwards aquifer is 
dominated by fracturing (Wermund ct al.. 1978). Up to 27 meter high (90 ft) hit 
drops observed in drilling wells. caliper tests that indicate large dissolution 
features. and live blind catfish discharged from wells all strongly indicate the 
presence of conduits (Longley. 1981 : Thornhill et al.. 1988: Poteet et al.. 1992). 
So which heterogeneities control flow in the Edwards aquifer. and what additional 
data might he needed to improve our understanding of the aquifer'' 
Does the matrix control the Edwards' permeability? 
In the Edwards aquifer. the matrix does not appear to contribute 
significantly to permeability at either the well-scale or regional-scale (Figure 2.6. 
Model Al. From the permeability data. the average matrix can account for only 
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two measured well permeabilities and none of the regional values. Even if the 
entire aquifer was composed of the highest I '1'11 of the matrix permeability (an 
unrealistic assumption). less than 38'1'c of the \veil data could he explained . 
Additionally. if the matrix could explain the well- or regional-scale data. the 
contrihutions or the fractures and conduits would have to he negligible. which 1s 
not likely . 
Do fractures control the Edwards' permeability? 
r:or the Edwards aquifer. the fractures can explain all of the observed well 
permeahilit y data (Figure 2.5: Figure 2.6. Model B or C). With a relatin~I\ 
simple model. fractures can he comhined with the matrix to yield a match to the 
well permeability distribution. For individual wells. only a small number of 
fractures in the model contribute significantly to flow. This ohservarion is made 
in many fractured systems (Dyke. 1995: Marrett. 1996). While fracture apertures 
are generally small. a few larger well-connected millimeter scale apertures can 
contrihute a great deal to permeability in an aquifer. 
The departures of the well test data at low permeabilities from the 50 
horiwntal fracture model can he explained by a number of factors (Figure 2.5) 
For e .\ample. these wells may not intersect many fractures. For economic 
reasons. some wells were only drilled until sufficient discharge was obtained. 
This could result in a decreased well test permeability because the majority of the 
permeahility in the wells appears to he due to a small number or fractures . 
The highest permcahilit y well tests do not match the predicted fracture 
model well permeabilities above a value or approximately 10 '> m2 (Figure 2.5 ). 
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This is likely due to the pumping limitation inherent in well tests. The limitation 
of well tests can be examined using the Thiem equation and examining the 
pumping rates required to obtain a given drawdown for different values of 
permeability (Thiem, 1906). For a permeability of Hr') m2• relative to a distance 
of I 000 meters. a well with a radius of 0.25 meters would require a pumping rate 
of 1.26 m 1 <1 (20.000 gpm) to obtain a meter of drawdown in the Edwards 
aquifer. This flow rate is unreasonable to use for well testing. Therefore . few 
standard well tests or specific capacity tests can yield values ahove I ff ') nl°~ for 
this aquifer. Ahove this value. permeabilities will appear " infinite" with these 
testing methods. 
The fracture model requires a low intensity (YI<-· of outcrop) of well-
connectcd fractures to reproduce the v:ell-scale permeabilities . This low fracture 
density indicates that a fJriori predictions of well-scale permeabilities using this 
technique would require information on fracture connectivity. roughness . 
channeling . and fracture length. hut that the values arc reasonable for the Edward" 
aquifer. The model also indicates that for many of the high flow wells of the 
ELhvards aquifer. the formation flows under non-linear laminar (I (l<Rl.<2000) to 
turbulent ( K .>2000) conJitions . 
Do conduits control the Edwards' permeability? 
Conduits in the Edwards aquifer do not appear to contribute significantly 
to the ~m?rage permeability in wells (Figure 2.5: Figure 2.6. \fodel D) . Conduits 
would produce permeabilities above the observed values for the majority of the 
wells. This is not unexpected because there is a low probability of intersecting a 
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well-connected conduit in a karst aquifer. Quinlan and Ewers ( 198)) estimate this 
at 1 in 2600 for shallow karst in Kentucky . For the Edwards aquifer. which has 
both conduits produced by the normal carbonic acid reaction as in Kentucky and 
hy mixing and/or oxidation of hydrogen sulfide. the distri hut ion of conduits may 
he denser. However. it is unlikely that this probability will approach the 1 in 6 
probability observed in the Edwards for the occurrence of a zero Jrawdown well. 
The lack of continuous dendritic conduits draining the Edwards aquifer is 
obser\'ed at springs which discharge from fractures as opposed to conduits . The 
regional models also confirm this observation where regions of high permeability 
do not extend from the recharge to the discharge zone (Thorkildsen and 
'."vkElhaney. 1992), however. these models may not have the resolution necessary 
to indicate conduit flow. Some research has indicated the presence of conduits 
associated with some springs. hut it is difficult to determine the lateral extent of 
these conduits at depth. The presence of cave fish exiting wells. and the locations 
of high regional permeability do indicate that conduits control some areas of the 
Edwards aquifer. 
Do fractures or conduits control high permeability wells? 
A common debate among workers in the Edwards aquifer is whether the 
high permeabilities observed in many wells arc due to fractures or conduits. This 
research suggests that most of the high yield wells are due to the numerous 
fractures that exist in the Edwards aquifer (Wermund et al.. 1978). Alexander 
( 1990) has found a correlation for this observation in the Barton Springs segment 
of the Ed\vards aquifer. It appears that the hit drops that are encountered during 
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drilling in the Edwards aquifer are usually laterally discontinuous dissolution 
features which are only hydraulically connected by fractures (figure 2.6. i\.lodel 
Cl. The large amount of fracturing observed in the aquifer on many scales \\Ould 
support the hypothesis that the fractures control the well-scale permeability and 
portions of the regional-scale permeability. 
If conduits contribute significantly to wells. it is unlikel y that standard 
well tests or specific capacity tests could be used to obtain quantitative data about 
those wells because of minimal drawdowns (Figure 2.6. Model Dl. The large 
percentage and spatial distribution of zero drawdown wells also does not support 
conduit flow (Figure 2.4). Their pattern does not rule out a numher of widely 
spaced conduits. but does not support the concept of a limited number of 
regionally significant conduits. The large percentage of zero drawdown wells. 
combined with the low prohability of intercepting a conduit. makes it unlikely 
that conduits are the only contributors to high permeability wells: fractures must 
play a dominant role. 
Fractures and conduits can hoth control flow through the Edwards aquifer. 
These models indicate that information on the fracture properties of the Ed\',:ards 
aquifer are needed to make a 11riori assessments of permeahility for particular 
~ites. The models also indicate that although dissolution features are often 
intercepted while drilling wells. the dissolution features are unlikely to he 
hydraulically continuous over long distances. and simply act to increase the 
effecti\e radius of the well. In hoth cases. high permeahility zones of the 
Edwards aquifer are flowing under non-Darcian conditions. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
From the models used to test the scak effect for permeability in the 
Edwards aquifer. we conclude that : 
I. Increasing permeability with scale is expected for a fractured karst 
aquifer. If the permeability did not increase. it would be difficult to explain how 
the fractures and conduits function unless they were entirely unconnected. 
2. Well-scale permeability in the Edwards aquifer can be modeled as 
predolllinantly a function of fracture aperture distribution. E\·en when 110 
measurable drawdown occurs during pumping tests. well permeability can he 
explained with fractures commonly observed in roadcuts . However. in these 
wells with no measurable drawdown. flow is likely non-Darcian. 
3. Well-connected conduits do not appear to contribute significantly to 
well permeability for the a\erage Edwards well. The probability of intersecting 
conduits by a large number of scattered wells is low. \vhereas fractures are much 
more abundant and can provide silllilar responses. 
4 . The Edwards aquifer has some finite high permeability for which the 
standard well test used in the Edwards is an insufficient lllethod to estilllate 
perllleability in approximately 15% of the cases. The standard method is 
inadequate because of the high pumping rates required and discharge produced. 
:\on-linear laminar ( 10<Rc<2000) to turbulent (Rc>2000) fl ow probably occurs in 
the-,c \\ells . 
5. Turbulent flow in conduits might influence regional flow in the 
Ed\\ ards aquifer. This is supported by lllodeling and demonstrated by well-, that 
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have large bit drops and produce blind catfish from wells . This turbulent flow is 
localized within the conduits and would not affect many \-veil-scale and small-
scale measurements. 
6. Small-scale data. particularly fracture apertures and conduit geometry. 
can he extrapolated to reproduce well- and regional-scale permeabilities. 
Howen~r. without sufficient density, connectivity. length. roughness. and 
channeling information. this is difficult to do a priori . 
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Figure 2.1: Permeability scale effect for the San Antonio segment of the Edwards 
aquifer. 
Cumulative distribution function for permeability values measured from cores 
(Hovorka et al., 1993; Hovorka et al., 1995; Hovorka, personal communication). 
wells (Hovorka et al., 1995; Mace, 1997), and regional model (Klemt et al., 1979; 
Maclay and Land, 1988; Thorkildsen and McElhaney, 1992) data. Zero 
drawdown wells are wells in which no measurable drawdown occurred. but 0.3 m 
of drawdown (resolution of the test data collected by drillers) was assumed in 
order to calculate the permeability. Permeability values for 3 regional modeling 
studies were calculated using a range of thickness ( 110 m -230 m) to convert from 
transmissivity to permeability. Permeability ranges for limestone, karst, and 
gravel (Freeze and Cherry, 1979) are illustrated for comparison. The individual 
data points for matrix and well data are not indicated because the quantity of data 
available provides nearly continuous lines. 
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mode l fo r matri x measurements (thin so lid line). Lognormal distributions of 
hydrau lic conducti vity fo r fracture and conduits were obta ined using apertu re 
and diameter data shown in Figure 2.3. Fracture permeabili ty (medium so lid line) 
was calcul ated using equati on (2. 1 ). Laminar and turbulent conduit hydraul ic 
conduct ivity (heavy so lid lines) were calcul ated using equat ions (2 .2) and (2.4), 
respective ly. 
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Figure 2.4: Map of the San Antonio segment of the Edwards aquifer. 
Location of zero drawdown wells (well s with no measurable drawdown during 
pumping) is shown with white circles. Smoothed kriging of the transmissivity 
field included for comparison with locations of zero drawdown wel ls (Mace, in 
pres ; Hovorka et al. , 1988). Legend for transmissivity includes estimate of 
permeability using average aquifer thickness of 170 meters to convert values. 
Solid dark line indicate, northern physical boundary for the San Antonio egment 
of the Edwards. Dashed line indicates the bad water line which forms the 
southern chemical boundary for the aquifer. The white line indicates the recharge 
boundary which approximates the confined/unconfined boundary for the aquifer. 
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Figure 2.6: Four possible models of heterogeneities contro lling the response of 
Edwards aquifer wells. 
Model A represents a well located in a carbonate matrix that does not intercept 
any fractures or conduit . Model B represents a well that intercepts fracture . 
Model C represents a well that intercepts fractures and dis olution features of 
limited lateral extent resulting in a well with an irregular wall and bit drops during 
drilling. Model D represents a well that intercepts a laterally continuous, 
hydraulicall y active conduit. The majority of wells in the Edwards are probably 
be t represented by model C, but a ingle well may have elements of al l four 
models. Models B,C, or Dare all plausible models for causing zero drawdown 
well s (well s with no measurable drawdown). 
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CHAPTER 3: Asymmetric Dipole-Flow Test in a Fractured 
Carbonate Aquifer 
ABSTRACT 
In fractured aquifers. continuum assumptions may not he appropriate 
because heterogeneities and discrete flow zones dominate the groundwater flow. 
To overcome this problem. a large number of measurements for characterizing 
these zones must be collected. Therefore. hydraulic testing methods need to he 
inexpensive. fast, and sensitive to heterogeneities . The hydraulic dipole flow test 
is a relatively new technique that was developed from the use of recirculation 
wells . This technique may overcome many of the problems inherent in other 
testing methods . In this study analytical solutions were de ve loped and then 
applied to modified dipole-flow test with a single packer at the Bissen Quarry test 
site (Wiscons in , USA). This packer separated a well at various intervals. and 
fluids were pumped from the upper segment (chamher) of the well to the lower 
segment (chamber). The head was monitored at 11 observation points and in hoth 
segments of the well. Conductivities of the well segments were then determined. 
The tests at 7 different packer elevations in the well were rapid (<I hour to reach 
steady-state). Asymmetric dipole-flow tests demonstrated the ability to quantify 
heterogeneities of the fractured aquifer. 
INTRODUCTION 
Groundwater equations arc most sensitive to permeahility. In nature. 
permeability has a range covering at least 17 orders of magnitude. with up to 9 
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orders of magnitude variation in a single aquifer (Halihan ct al.. 2000). (li\Cll !he 
large range of possible values and the sensiti\'ity to this para111cter. acn1rate 
permeability data are critical for evaiuating ground\\'ater. This \ariability is a key 
factor to understanding the transport of solutes in the subsurface (Rehfeldt et al.. 
I 9r\9) . Obtaining permeability data in fractured rock aquifers is difficult because 
of the permeability scale effect (Kiraly. 1975). problems with fracture 
connectivity, and the difficulty in obtaining sufficient data at an appropriate scale. 
Commonly used hydraulic testing techniques fail to provide enough information 
for characterizing these aquifers . 
With these impediments. the selection of appropriate permeahility data for 
use in models or for aquifer interpretation is difficult (Botha and Ycrwey. I l)l)2). 
Well tests may have multiple interpretations. and each can generate an 
independent 111odel of how the aquifer functions (Botha and Yerwey. 1992). This 
ambiguity makes aquifer interpretation difficult at the well-scale . Therefore. it i-., 
necessary to develop techniques for testing fractured aquifers that can overco111e 
some of these impediments without being overly complex . expensive. or time 
consu111111g . Dipole flow testing was originally developed as an aquifer 
remediation technique but has evolved into a technique to evaluate the \ertical 
conductivity of porous media (Herrling and Stamm, 1992: Kabala. 1993). In this 
paper. asymmetric dipole flow equations are presented to 1nterprl!t a sl!ries of tests 
conducted in fractured dolomite \veils . 
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PREVIOUS WORK 
The standard pumping test and specific capacity test arc prohahly the most 
widely used hydraulic experiments. However. when investigating heterogeneous 
aquifers. they have a number of prohlems: I) only a single a\·eraged values of 
transmissivity is obtained for a test (Rehfeldt et al.. 1989) : .2) in a fractured 
aquifer. these tests may take days to weeks to ohtain reliahle results. and the flow 
may not be radial (Geier et al., 1995): 3) the results of these tests are questionahle 
because of the complex nature of some heterogeneous aquifers. In the latter case. 
the results cannot be properly used to infer aquifer structure (Botha and Ven>vcy . 
1992). 
Botha and Verwey ( 1992) suggest that packer tests "seem to he the on I y 
worthwhile approach to use .. . in a multi-layer aquifer." These tests are useful 111 
determining small-scale hydraulic properties. However. they can be complicated 
by a single test intersecting multiple fractures . nonconductive fractures . or 
variati o ns in the fracture plane (Geier. et al., 1995) . Another difficulty is that hy 
limiting the measurement to one location. the tested fractures may interconnect 
away from the borehole. and the response would measure some network instead 
of a single fracture or zone (Geier. ct al., 1995). Finally. packer tests may suffer 
from the skin effect. caused by flow in the well bore around a packer ( Kah~tla and 
Xiang. 1992: Taylor et al., 1990) . 
A new class of hydraulic tests is evolving that shows promise in 
o\·ercoming some of the difficulties of standard techniques . These arc referred to 
as recirculation or dipole tests (Clement et al. , 1997) . It is a packer test ·y1.·here 
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water is pumped from one segment of an aquifer to another. The test c111 IK· 
conducted in a vertical configuration in a single well (Kahal a. 1993) or in mult1pk 
wells to conduct horizontal or azimuthal tests ( Ckrncnt ct al .. 1997). This 
configuration is also used as an in situ remediation technique for contaminated 
aquifers (Herrling and Stamm. 1992). Kahala ( 1993) proposed dipole flow tests 
to improve characterization of anisotropic hehavior in porous medium aquifers. 
Theoretical development of the dipole flow test was continued hy Zlotnik and 
Ledder ( 1994) who examined the effects of houndary conditions on the test. ThL' 
theoretical basis for the test was improved and a tecl111ique for understanding of 
the area of influence was developed (Zlotnik and Ledder. 1996). Howen~r. the 
dipole flow test has not heen extensively field tested a.s a means of aquifer 
characterization (Zlotnik and Zurhuchen. 1998). There are few. if any. theoretical 
developments or experimental data on how such tests perform in fractured or 
karstic aquifers . 
The dipole flow test offers a numher of hencfits when compared to other 
aquifer testing techniques. This test differs from other pumping tests in that the 
flow field can he vertical instead of only horizontal. and the test requires no fluids 
he injected or removed from the aquifer. At our field site in Bissen quarry. 
Wisconsin (USA), a standard pumping test required o\·cr 275.000 liters of water 
to he taken out of the aquifer during a 24 hour period. while the largest dipole test 
required only 900 liters to he moved inside the aquifer. The fluid used for the test 
remains localized in the aquifer minimizing or eliminating the difficulty of 
treating contaminated fluid. The dipole test is able to ohtain more data in less 
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time than standard hydraulic testing methods by reaching steady-state quickly (."i 
minutes to I hour). By reaching steady-state quickly, these tests give the ahility 
to test conceptual models in a reasonable amount of time. Permeability tensors 
can be tested. and no curve fitting is required since the solutions arc steady-state 
analytical solutions. 
The dipole test has drawbacks as well. The equipment required for testing 
has a higher initial cost when compared to standard pumping test equipment. but 
this may be offset eventually by decreased lahor costs . In addition. the dipole test 
cannot be performed easily in a cased well (Kabala. 1993). Due to the vertical 
flow in the configuration. the test would be controlled by the skin effect. with the 
majority of flow occurring in the gravel pack outside of the well .screen (Taylor ct 
al.. 1990: Kabala and Xiang. 1992). For fractured aquifers. man y wells arc 
completed open hole. making dipole aquifer testing reasonable when the 
appropriate drilling techniques are utilized. The dipole flow test as descrihed by 
Kabala ( 1993) has the difficulty of requiring 3 packers to execute each test. 
Additionally. the analytical solutions provided by Zlotnik and Ledder ( 1996) 
require that the dipole chambers be the same length . 
In this study, solutions were developed for a steady-state asymmetric 
dipole test in an anisotropic aquifer. The three packer/equal chamber solutions 
den:loped by Kabala (1993) and Zlotnik and Ledder (1996) require 
approximately equivalent penneabilitics in the dipole chambers. Since fractured 
aquifer wells would rarely meet this criterion. an asymmetric single packer 
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approach was taken. The solutions were then applied to a series of as~ 111111L·tric 
dipole flow tests conducted in a fractured high permeability dolomite aquifer. 
SITE DESCRIPTION 
The Bissen Quarry hydrogeologic test site. which was closed in the fall of 
199X. is located approximately 7 kilometers (4 .5 miles) southwest of Sturgeon 
Bay. Wisconsin (USA) (Figure 3.1 ). It yuarries the Silurian Byron Dolomite. 
The Byron Dolomite is part of a regional aquifer along the \\'estern flank of the 
Michigan Basin. Recharge occurs through vertical fractures. and rapid lateral 
flow occurs through regional horizontal high permeability zones (Bradbury and 
Muldoon. 199:2: Muldoon and Bradbury. 1996: Tsoflias and Sharp. I l)9i\) . 
The Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey (WGNHS l 
conducted intensive studies on an approximately 40 m x :25 m surface of exposed 
dolomite with visible vertical fractures. Nineteen wells were installed at an 
approximate 3 m spacing grid. most to 11 m in depth (Figure 3.1 ). Site 
hydrogeology was characterized with a series of hydraulic tests. borehole logs. 
stratigraphic analysis of cores. outcrop studies . . -.;urface mapping of \Crt1cal 
fractures. and GPR surveys. These studies identified four major horizontal 
fractures ( 1.35, 4 .25, 6.4 and 12 m below surface). two dissolution zones ( 2.72 
and 7.45 m below surface). and an orthogonal set of sub-vertical fractures (strikes 
of - '.'·.J75 .. E and N25 ·w) . For this study. these zones are listed as fractures 1-6 
with fracture I being the closest to the surface. Hydraulic conductivity data show 
a bimodal distribution ranging seven orders of magnitude. indicating high 
conductivity fractures vs. lower conductivity rock matrix (Muldoon and 
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Bradbury. 1996). WGNHS studies show that lithologiL' .s and ll\)riwntal 
stratigraphic discontinuities control both aquifer storage capacity and distribution 
of preferred flow paths . Preferred flow zones form along bedding planes. 
diagenetic surfaces. and cycle sequence boundaries. These features arc further 
enhanced by dissolution . 
Asymmetric dipole testing was conducted in well D (Figure 3.1 ). which 
had a diameter of 3 inches (76 mm). Observations of the head field were made at 
11 aduitional observation locations in 4 additional wells (Figures 3.1 and J .2) 
Previous work has determined a bulk transmissivity of 2 . .5 x 10·1 m 2 s 1 for well 
13 . Caliper logs and double packer testing of well I 3 determined that the upper 
portion of the well was dominated by the horizontal fractures with the lowest 
fracture (fracture 6) controlling the majority of flow in the well (figure .1.3 l 
(Muldoon and Bradbury. 1998). Additionally. double packer testing indicated a 
region of high permeability in the bottom of the well that was not observed at 
most of the other nearby wells. 
FIELD METHODS 
The equipment used to conduct the dipole profiling included: (I) inflatable 
packer: (2) nitrogen tank . pressure gauge. and tubing to inflate the packer: (3) in-
line flow meter: (4) variable rate pump. controller. and generator (MP-I. Grunfos 
Pumps Corp.); (5) tubing to connect packer and pump to flowmeter: (6) 
transuucers. cables, and datalogger (Hermit 2000, In-Situ Corp.): (7) cable to r~usc 
and lower assembly in wells (Figure 3.4). For the small diameter (3 inch) well 
available. the system could not use rigid pipe. With shallow wells. the system 
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could be raised and lowered by hand . For lar~er diameter wells. the s\stcm can 
' -
be adapted to include pipe and in-line pumps . 
To conduct the tests. the following procedures were used: 
I. The packer with attached nitrogen line. lower transducer. and tubing was 
lowered to the desired position in the well . The position will be referred to by 
the center point elevation. 
The pump with attached control cable and tubing and the upper transducer 
v;ith cable were lowered down the well to .1usl above the packer location. 
3. The system was bled of all air by running the pump with the packer 
uninflated . 
4. Transducers were prepared for logging. 
5. The packer was inflated. 
6. Pump and data logger were started at a flow rate. Q. designed to obtain a 
reading in both chambers without exceeding the limits of the lower transducer. 
7. Transducers \Vere monitored to observe when the test reached ste;1dy-.'>tate ( 5-
30 minutes). and values of head for the two chambers were recorded. 
8. Drawdown or negative buildup normalized to the pumping rate was plo1ted 
relative to curves for hydraulic conductivities assuming homogeneous. 
isotropic conditions. 
To obtain an asymmetric dipole profile for the \\ell. the steps were 
repeated until tests were conducted at 7 locations . Conducting tests at multiple 
flow rates as suggested by Zlotnik and Zurhuchcn ( 1998) is not as crucial in this 
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configuration since previous and subse4uent tests pro\'ide a check 011 thL· test 
value. If the transmissivity of the upper chamber does not increase as the packer 
is lowered on sequential tests. with the transmissivity decreasing in the lower 
interval. the tests should be repeated or examined for skin effect problems . 
The flowrate for an asymmetric dipole test must be set to avoid two 
problems. The pumping rate must be low enough to avoid dewatering the upper 
chamber (Zlotnik and Zurbuchen. 1998). Additionally in a fractured aquifer. the 
lower permeability often present at the bottom of a well will cause high pressures 
to build up in the lower interval once the packer is set below the more pcrmcahle 
zones in the well. Therefore. if the pumping rate is too high. hydraulic fracturing 
may occur or equipment may be damaged. The former prohlcm is generally of 
concern higher in the well. while the later is a problem lower in the well . Setting 
the flowrate to avoid these problems is difficult to predict u JJriori. hut 
conscn·ative estimates arc advised. 
THEORY - HO\lOGENEOUS ANISOTROPIC AQUIFER 
Consider the drawdown induced by a dipole consisting of a linear source 
and sink distributed along a line r = 0 in an anisotropic a4uifcr of thickness . h 
1 Figure 3.S ). This is a special case of the solution of Hantush ( 1961. p. 90) where 
the \veil has two screened sections . One section is used for injection and another 
for extraction. 
The drawdown induced by the upper extraction chamber. s (r.z.t ). is gi\'en 
by (sec notation list for variable definition): 
s (r ,z,t) =( _ Q__)[w(u)+ 4bI.]· K 0 l nrrr ) sin ( n~~ J) cosi n_rrz il l 4rrK,b rrA ,,, n . ab b \ b -' (3 I l 
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where Q is the discharge rate [L 1 f 1] . K, is the horizontal hydraulic conduL·tivity 
[L f 1]. A is the length of the extraction chamber [L]. a is the anisotropy ratio 
[dimensionless]. W(u) is the well function [dim] . and Ko is a zero-order modified 
Bessel function of the second kind. Similarly for the lmver chamber. the 
drawdown is given by: 
s. (r,z,t) = (~ )[w(u) + 4b f. _!K o( nitr )sin( - nrr(A + D) ~oJ nrrz I]. (J .2) 
4itK ,b itB n , n ab b f -l b / 
where Dis the packer length [L] and B is the length of the injection chamher [LJ . 
The total drawdown afte r time : 
s b 2 t >-· -
2K , 
( J .J) 
is merely a superposition of s. and S+ which yields the steady-state solution : 
s(r, z )= s _(r,z,t)+s . (r,z, t)= 
[ _9__ ) i)-K ( nitr )sin[ nrrA )cos[ nrrz ) + rcK ' A n I n ° ab b } b 
( 0 ~1K l1 nrrr j. ( nrc {A+D ) ) [ nrcz j - - - - 1s1n cos -J rrK ,B n I n n ab I b b (J.4) 
Simple hydraulic head measurements can he ohtaincd in the upper and 
lower chambers of an asymmetric dipole test, so the drawdown obtained in each 
chamber is useful for field testing. Integrating the local drawdown over the 
chamber (Han tush, 1961 }, solutions for the total upper and lower chamber 
drawdown are obtained: 
s,, = ( -- /?__=JI, --1,- K,,(nrr ;:-)s in (nrr A. J[ ~ sin (nrr A )+ ~sin (nrr (A. ~ b Jl] 
rr K , A "" n 
(J .5) 
similarly. the head in the lower chamber would he: 
s, = ( ----:;~ ) L...;. K 0 (nrr rJsin (nn (A + D JJ[ ~ sin (nn A )+ ~ sin(n rr (A + D JJ] l re K,B .,., n (J .6 ) 
where: 
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and r = ~- · 
w ab 
(3 .7\ 
Radial hydraulic conductivity can be calculated for the upper charnher 
using: 
K, =( .,0 -)f -;.K 0 (nrrr::-)sin(nrrA l[ _!_sin(nrrA )+ _!_sin(nrr{A +6 llj, rr ·s., A n1n A B (J.8) 
similarly. the conductivity for the lower chamber would be : 
K, =( 2° -) I, -;. K 0 (nrrf.:")sin(nrr{A+6)f..!..sin(nrrA)+_!_sin(nrr(A + 6))J~ rr s,B "°' n 1A 8 (3.9) 
For the tests conducted. conductivity was calculated for hoth an i.sotrnpic 
aquifer and an anisotropic aquifer with an anisotropy ratio ( K, K, 1 l of I 0 and 0. 1. 
The thickness of a fractured aquifer is a difficult parameter to quantify. and the 
bottom of the wel I was taken to represent the bottom of the aquifer (Muldoon and 
Bradbury. 1998). (The response of the asymmetric dipole equations to variations 
in the dimensionless parameters is given in Appendix A.) 
CONDUCTIVITY OF SINGLE INTERVAL 
The conductivity of a single interva l can be calculated using the result" 
from two individual tests . If the change in conductivity between tests results from 
the addition or removal of a permeable feature from a chamher. the conductivity 
of that zone can be calculated using the change in chamber transmissiv1t y. If 
chamber transmissivity is defined as: 
Tc = Kc be CUOl 
where Tc is the chamber transmissivity [L2 t 1), Kc is the chamber conducti\ity [L 
t 1 ). and be is the chamber length [L]. then the conductivity of an interval can he 
calculated as: 
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(J.11) 
where K, is the conductivity of a single interval between tests. T1_ is the 
transmissivity of the longer chamber. and Ts 1s the transmissi\ity of the slwrter 
chamber. and bi is the interval thickness . 
RESULTS 
The results of the testing are examined for a single asymmetric dipole test 
(test 5). After the behavior of a single test is understood. the profile for the upper 
chamber is examined to determine what the testing indicates about the structure of 
permeability for the well. Next. the lower chamber is examined to determine if 
the interpretation of the well properties arc consistent between chambers. Finally. 
the highest penneability feature. fracture 6, is examined to determine how the 
asymmetric dipole test compares with double packer tests for the fracture. 
Asymmetric Dipole Test 5 
The results for a single asymmetric dipole test (test 5) arc illustrated 111 
Figures 3.2. J.6. and 3.7 (The results of the remaining 6 tests arc located 111 
Appendix B ). For the single packer location. the drawdown in the upper ch am her 
is greater than the buildup in the lower chamber (Figure J.6). If both values \.\ere 
equal. the transmissivities of the two chambers would be equal, however at this 
location. the lower chamber of the well is more transmissive than the upper 
chamber. This is the result of the high permeability fracture 6 being located in the 
lower chamber during the test. For the upper pole. the test reached steady-state 
after 5 minutes, while the lower chamber reached a steady buildup after only I 
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minute . The dipole field generated from test 5 developed a pressure field 
demonstrating the expected r-' 2 dependence for the test. The test had a region of 
influence greater than 20 meters. The lowest piezometers in the ohsen·ation 
network (D and El did not have a significant response to the test. 
Cpper Chamber Profile 
The asymmetric dipole profile of the upper chamher illustrates 
qualitatively that the upper portion of the well responded similarly to a continuum 
(Figure 3.8 and Appendix C). The changes in conductivity that \lccurred as the 
packer was lowered for subsequent tests resulted in a profile that closely follows 
the path for a continuous change in conductivity. The lowest test (test 7 l 
illustrates the difficulty of obtaining values when the conductivity contrast 
between the two poles is extreme . For the lowest test. the permeable regions of 
the well were all above the packer. so as to avoid damaging the lower transducer 
or generating fractures, the tlowrate could not be set high enough to generate 
measurable drawdown. In fact, the response measured was buildup for both 
chambers. A simple one layer continuum model cannot simulate this respon .-;e. 
The final test only gave an indication that between test 6 and 7. a permeable 
feature was included in the chamber that was not there in the previous test. The 
quantitative values of conductivity for the upper portion of the well are similar to 
the bulk value obtained with a standard pumping test (Tsoflias et al. in re\ iew). 
Without performing a numerical model to test the results versus other techni4ues . 
it is difficult to determine if the test yields values that arc higher than other 
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methods or if an anisotropy or heterogeneity in the aquifer is the cause of the 
measured drawdown. 
Lower Chamber Profile 
The profile of the lower chamber contrasts with the upper chamber hut 
pro\·ides a similar interpretation of the well (Figure 3.9). The upper tests l 1-5) 
indicated that the buildup in the lower chamber did not change as the packer \Vas 
lowered in the well during sequential tests. This indicates that lowering the 
packer did not appreciably reduce the hulk transmissivity of the chamber. This 
indicates that a feature lower in the well controlled the conductivity of the \\ell. 
Test 6 generated a much higher buildup, indicating that the high permeability 
feature was no longer contained within the lower chamher. The values in test 6 
and 7 are similar to low conductivity values found using double packer tests at the 
Bissen site . This contrasts with double packer tests from the lower portion of well 
13. The repeated results of the dipole test using an identical portion on the \vcll 
for test 6 and 7 and the lack of high values at similar elevations indicates that the 
lower portion of the well is not highly conductive. 
Conductivity of Fracture 6 
The conductivity of the region that was available in test 5. hut was 
suhsequently covered in test 6 was calculated using equation 3.1 I as 9.2 x I 0 1 111 
s' 1• which is similar to double packer testing of fracture 6 which obtained a \'alue 
of 4.11 x I 0- 1 m s·'. A lower value for the dipole profile can be obtained if a 
higher \'ertical conductivity is assumed. hut the interval used hetween the two 
tests was different, so a strict comparison is not appropriate 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Hydraulic testing is one of the most accurate ways to obtain permeability 
values for site characterization . However, the difficulties with standard testing 
methods make them unattractive in fractured media . Asymmetric Jipole profiling 
may provide a useful alternative for characterizing wells in fractured media. 
Asymmetric dipole profiling provided a rapid technique to assess the bulk 
properties of well 13. With the seven tests conducted. the well could be divideJ 
into an upper fractured portion that behaves as a continuum. a large fracture that 
is the highest conductivity portion of the well, and a lower non-conductin~ (or 
likely non-fractured) region. The quantitative values for the asymmetric dipole 
test appear to yield values that are generally high compared to double packer tests. 
Numerical modeling of these tests in layered media may illustrate the Jiscrepancy 
between the asymmetric dipole tests and double packer testing . Three packer 
dipole tests may be useful in the upper portion of the well to delineate further the 
permeability field. 
Asymmetric dipole profiling provides an alternative technique to develop 
quantitative conceptual models of fractured aquifers . The ability to conduct the 
tests rapidly without extracting fluids from the aquifer make the technique 
attractive for accessing contaminated sites. The difficulty of obtaining results for 
the entire well profile due to draining the upper chamber with no resulting buildup 
in the lower chamber high in the well. and no drawdmvn or excessive buildup in 
the lov.-er chamber limit the technique in some cases. Additional work is needed 
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to determine how locali zed anisotropy and heterogeneity affects the results llf the 
tests . 
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Figure 3. I: Map of location of Bissen quarry (i nset) and location of we ll s in 
quarry. 
Well 13 (in square) was utilized for dipole-flow testing. Wells 3, 6, 7, and 8 (in 
circles) were used as observation points for the test. 
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Figure 3.2: Observation network cross-sectional view for tests conducted at well 
13. 
Packer location illustrated for test results illustrated in figures 3.6 and 3.7. 
Previous work at the site has delineated 6 prominent fracture zones with fracture 6 
(lowest fracture) having the highest permeability (Muldoon and Bradbury, 1998). 
Ob. ervation point numbers ( 1-6) and letters (A-E) correlate with results illustrated 
in figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.3: Caliper log and double packer profile for well 13 (M uldoon and 
Bradbury, 1998). 
Location of six fracture zones illustrated with dashed lines. Doubl e packer test · 
were conducted over 27 cm (0.9 foot) interval at 22 .5 cm (0.75 foot) increments. 
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Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of the asymmetri c dipole-flow test field setup. 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of an asymmetric dipole configuration for 
homogeneous, anisotropic aquifer shows the variable definitions and 
coordinate scheme. 
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Figure 3.6: Transducer response in upper and lower chamber of the asymmetric 
dipole-flow test. 
Figure 3 .2 i II ustrates packer location for test. 
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Figure 3.7: Pressure field generated by asymmetric dipole test with packer at 
location illustrated in figure 3.2. 
Circles indicate monitoring locations for the upper pole of the test. Squares 
indicate locations for the lower pole. Diamonds indicate monitoring points on the 
lower pole that were not in the primary fracture network (See Figure 3.2). 
Triangles indicate points at the test midpoint. Solid lines indicate that the 
decrease of head in radial direction invoked by the dipole-flow test follows 
generally the R-2 law. 
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Figure 3.8: Asymmetric dipole profile su/Q as a function of the packer depth for 
the upper chamber of well 13. 
Solid curves indicate type curves corresponding to the various values of Kr 
calculated from equation 3.5. Vertical lines indicate test measured s /Q plotted 
against the elevation of the packer. The lowest test (test 7) is plotted with an 
arrow indicating that no measurable drawdown was obtained for the test. 
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Figure 3.9: Asymmetric dipole profile -sJQ as a function of the packer depth for 
the lower chamber of well 13 . 
Solid curves indicate type curves corresponding to the various values of Kr 
calculated from equation 6. Vertical lines indicate test buildup (negative 
drawdown) -sJQ plotted against the elevation of the packer. 
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Notation 
a 
A 
b 
B 
d 
D 
K 
K 
n 
Q 
r 
s 
W (u) 
z 
Definition 
. . 1 
anisotropy ratio, where a-= Kr I Kz [dim] 
length of extraction (upper dipole) chamber [L] 
aquifer thickness [L] 
length of injection (lower dipole) chamber [L] 
top of chamber [L] 
packer length [L] 
horizontal hydraulic conductivity [L f 1] 
vertical hydraulic conductivity [L f 1] 
bottom of chamber [L] 
index of summation [dim] 
discharge rate [ L~ ( 1 ] 
radial coordinate [L] 
well radius [L] 
local drawdown in the aquifer [L], 
(- = drawdown , +=buildup) 
time [t] 
well function [dim] 
vertical coordinate measured downward from 
the top of the aquifer [L] 
Table 3.1: Variables used for asymmetric dipole-flow equations. 
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CHAPTER 4: Evaluating Fracture Connections Using 
Asymmetric Dipole Tests 
ABSTRACT 
Fractured rock aquifers are difficult to characterize hecause of their 
heterogeneous nature . Developing an understanding of the perlllcahility and 
connections of fractures is difficult and time consullling 111 these aquifers. Field 
testing techniques for deterlllining the location and connections of fracture-.. 111 
these aquifers are lacking when compared to lllOdcling capabilities. In the Clare 
Valley . South Australia. well interference is an illlportant issue for a 111a1nr 
viticultural area located on a fractured aquifer. Five fracture sets exist in the 
aquifer. with four sets dipping 60 degrees or greater In this setting. we e\·aluatc 
the ability of asymmetric dipole-flow tests to determine the permeability and 
connect ions between we II s and piezomcters. The test series i 11 vol\ cs packing a 
well at multiple intervals and pumping fluid from the upper segment of the well to 
the lower segment. By monitoring the response of the hydraulic dipole field. the 
connectivity of the fractures bet\veen boreholes can be C\'aluatcd hy cxa1ll111i11g 
whether drawdown or buildup occurred in observation bores and piuo111ctcrs. 
The results indicate that the horeholcs were conncctL'd in colllplex geometrics 
with dra\vdown occurring above and below areas of prc..,-..urc huildup. 
INTRODUCTION 
Evaluating connections between wells is required to prcdil'I well 
interference and recharge mechanisms. Connectivity of wells 1s also important 
for determining potential flowpaths of contaminants or the efficiency of 
remediation techniques. In porous media aquifers. connections arc as.-;umcd to 
follow lithology with wells connecting horizontally in most cases. Analysis of 
hydraulic testing in wells generally assumes horizontal flow u {lriori (e.g .. Theis. 
1935). In a fractured aquifer. the horizontal assumption may apply in areas \\hL·rc 
horizontal fractures control the aquifer. However. in geological settings \\here 
complex or poorly connected fractures control the aquifer. determining 
connections between wells can be difficult. 
Outcrop analysis in fractured aquifers has provided some insight into how 
wells may connect (LaPointe and Hudson. 1985: Wiltschko ct al.. 1991). Simple 
analysis of primary fracture orientation can pnl\ ide insight regarding the 
assumption of horizontal flow . Theoretical work has provided models to interpret 
hydraulics in these aquifers (Snow. 1969: Streltsova. 1976). Theoretical work on 
the connectivity of fractures has been used to determine when fractures arc 
connected sufficiently to provide flow (Berkowitz. 1995: Renshaw. 1999). 
Additionally, complex numerical models allow fractures to be connected as 
planes or pipes (Oershowitz and Fidelihus. 1999). 
While previous work has allowed a better understanding of how fracture 
net\vorks may respond and how to model them. field techniques to determine 
connections between wells at a specific site are still limited. Marine ( 1980) 
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JiscusseJ the use of tracers to track the connect1011s of fractures. IW\\L'\L'r the 
tech11ique is limited in cases with multiple connections. Hydraulic testing usi11g 
double packers is useful. but is limited by both multiple connections and the time 
required to determine locations using a small segment of the \\ell during a single 
test (Botha and Verwey . 1992). 
Dipole flow tests are a relatively recent technique applied to both pnrous 
media aquifers (Kabala. 1993: Zlotnik and Zurbuchen. 1998) and fractured media 
1 Halihan. 1999: Haliha11 and Zlotnik. in preparation) . The dipole field L·an he 
useful for determining connections in a fractured aquifer because of the prese11n' 
of two hydraulic signals (drawdown and buildup}. Our hypothesis is that using 
this ad\ antage. asymmetric dipole tests can prO\ ide an improved 111ethPd of 
determining the location of fracture connections between obsen at ion points in a 
fractured aquifer. 
SITE DESCRIPTION 
The Clare Valley. South Australia is a ma_1or \iticultural region located 
approximately I 00 km north of Adelaide . The geology of the region is dominated 
by the Hill River Syncline that is composed of low-grade metamorphic 
Proterozoic rocks . The lithology at the well site consist of \ertically d1pp1ng heds 
of silty dolomite which contain fi\"c major fracture .sets. -l steeply dipping and I 
gently dipping (Figure 4.1 ). 
Hydrogeologic investigations of the Clare Valley were conducted to aid in 
naluating groundwater resources for the expanding 'iticultural indu-.try in the 
area. One area of major interest was how wells mav interact with each other in 
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the complex set of fractures present at the site . Wells for this study were llll·;1tcd 
at the Wendouree Vineyard approximately 5 km south of the tnwn of Clare. 
Work at the site demonstrated that the wells respond only at fracture locations and 
that the lithology has low hydraulic conductivity (Morton ct al.. 1998: Cook ct al.. 
1999). Three wells on the site were utilized for this study. Well Clare I 05 is a 
I 00-meter deep. 8-inch (203-mm) diameter open horeholc used for asymmetric 
dipole testing (Figure 4.2). Four deep piczomctcrs \\Crc availahle for 
nhscrvations in well J6J85. and six shallow piczomcters were available in \\L·li 
41497 (Figure 4 .J ). 
FIELD METHODS 
Asymmetric dipole-flow testing in well Clare 105 followed the prnccdurc 
of Halihan and Zlotnik (in preparation). A single packer was inflated in the open 
horehole and fluids were pumped from the upper chamber to the lower chamher 
of the well. To scale the testing up to larger hores ( 203-rnm diameter. I 00-meter 
deep ). solid pipe was used instead of lkxihlc tuhing from the intake screen to the 
surface (Figure 4.4). The flow was then routed through a rlowmeter and returned 
~ ~ 
hclov.· the packer using flcxihle tuhing connected to a return valve ahll\·e the 
packer . Nine asymmetric dipole tests were conducted in the well. and 
ohservations of drawdown were taken in hoth testing poles and in the I 0 
piezometers . Tests reached steady state after 20-30 rninutes. \vhich is longer than 
the testing required hy Halihan and Zlotnik. hut was expected due to the chamhcr 
length dependence for the transient portion of the test. 
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CONNECTION THEORY 
Asymmetric dipole-flow testing is heneficial for testing h: drau I ic 
connections hecause it provides an additional piece of information over standard 
douhle packer or open borehole pumping or injection tests. By ha\'ing dra\\down 
occurring in one portion of the well. while huildup is occurring in the \)!her 
portion. three possible observations can he made at ohscrvation prnnts 
\piezometers or wells) in the aquifer. Drawdown. huildup. or no measurahk 
response may occur at observation locations. To predict the connections pre"L'nl 
in an aquifer between a well and observation locations. the dipok field generated 
hy an asymmetric dipole test must he understood . 
Two different viewpoints of aquifer connectivity can he utili1ed . The first 
1s a continuum model using representative elementary volumes to describe the 
connections. The other model would assume that all connections in the aquifer 
are discrete. nearly independent connections . The actual situation should he 
.sonll.'.\\ here hetween these t\.vo extremes. The theoretical asymmetric dipole field 
generated for the Wendouree vineyard under homogeneous. isotropic conditions 
i-. calculated and discussed to e\·aluate the expected re-.pon-.e in piernmeters if thL' 
continuum assumption was valid in this aquifer. For the discrete case. with singk 
connections present. a single connection analysis is evaluated. Finally. the 
analy-.is for multiple discrete connections is presented . 
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Homogeneous, Isotropic Aquifer 
The equations are presented in Chapter 3 for an asymmetric dipole field in 
a homogenous . anisotropic aquifer. To sol ve for the drawdown at a given radius 
and depth from the well. the following e4uation is used : 
s(r,z) = s_ (r,z, t)+ s. (r, z, t) = 
(_9_ ]f)-K 0 [nrrr )sin[nrrA )cos[ nrrz l + rrK ,A n=1 n ab b b 
(_9_ 'K-~Ko[ nrrr )sin [ nrr(A+D) )cos[ nrrz l ! 4 ll rrK ,B ~n ab b b 
This equation was solved for three different packer locations to illustrate the 
pressure field that would he generated hy an asymmetric dipole test (Figure 4 .5). 
This will provide some intuition ahout how the field should respond in a hydraulic 
continuum . 
Single Hydraulic Connections 
If an aquifer consisted of discrete hydraulic connections that had only 
single links between a well and an observation location. asymmetric dipole testing 
of the well could demonstrate where the well 1" connected to ohscn at ion 
locations . The simplest way to illustrate how to determine these di..,crctt: 
connections is to use an example . In Figure 4.6 a single open borehole is 
connected to two observation locations. each \vith a single connection . 
Asymmetric dipole-flow testing is performed by conducting 5 individual tests. 
inflating a packer at 5 different locations in the well (Tc..,h A-El . For asymmetric 
dipole test A, drawdown will occur above the packer. and buildup will occur 
he low the packer. Since hoth piczomctcrs (PI and P2 l arc connected to the lower 
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pole. hoth ohservation locations will ohserve huildup. For a second ll'sl. B. the 
ohservation in piezometer I would still indicate huildup during the test. Hl)\\evcr. 
piezometer 2 would now indicate drawdown as the piernmeter is connected with 
the upper chamher of the dipole. A third test. C would give the same qualitative 
result as test B. A fourth test. D. would again show drawdown piezomcter 2. hut 
now the connection with piezometer I is no longer availahle. so no drawdl)\\:n nr 
huildup would he detected . Finally. test E would generate drawdown al hllth 
piezometers. 
The ohservation from this example is that individual discrete connections 
can he observed by examining for a single test whether an ohservation point has 
drawdown , buildup, or no response. By profiling a well with multiple tc~ts. the 
location of a connection can be determined by evaluating when the ohscn atiPns 
at a piezometer change sign. Thus in our example (Figure 4 .6\. piezometer 2 1s 
connected hetween the tests conducted at location A and B. Piezometer I 1s 
connected somewhere between test C and E. with a possihle connection beneath 
the packer during test D. However the magnitude of the response at test C and E 
will dictate whether a null response can be detected in the field. This C\amplc 
also illustrates that to determine /1 discrete connections. a minimum of 11+ I tests 
must be performed. 
To evaluate single connections. the connection locations in the wellhore 
were evaluated through asymmetric dipole testing. The locations of step changes 
in hydraulic conductivity were used to estimate fracture locations. The location 
of the fractures can also be done using salinity contrast-. I Love ct al.. I t)l)l)). 
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borehole video. or geophysical surveys (Morton et al.. I lJ9X). Once the fraL'lurL' 
connection locations were established. the connections to these locations wne 
determined by evaluating the observations made in the 10 pieznrneters. If a single 
sign change in the piezometer was available, the location of the connection to the 
wellbore was determined. If multiple sign changes occurred 1n the data. 1w single 
connection could be evaluated: multiple connections were required to explain the 
response. 
'.\lultiple Hydraulic Connections 
In a three-dimensional fracture network. multiple paths may connect 
discrete locations in wellbores or piezometers . Connections can be established 
using asymmetric dipole-flow tests using the signal generated bct\vcen the 
locations where connections are evaluated. In order to determine multiple 
connections, the fracture locations in the wellbore being tested mLht be 
established the same as in the single connection method. The quantitati\'e 
response for the asymmetric dipole-flow tests at an individual fracture location is 
recorded by determining the pressure response in the wellbon~ generated through 
the profile at the depth of the fracture. For the example in Figure -l.6. the fracture 
from P2 intercepting the wellbore would observe buildup for the first test 
followed by 4 tests with drawdown. These data provide the input signal that can 
be used to monitor piezometers to observe connections between the individual 
fracture and piezometers. This quantitative data record is generated for each 
fracture location. 
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At an observation location. the response of every asylllllll'tric dipt1k tL'St 1s 
recorded . For multiple connections between the testing wellbore and the 
observation location . the response at the observation point is a function of the 
hydraulic conductivity and the length of the connection from the well tll the 
observation location. First. we assume a piczomctcr only monitors an 111di,·idual 
fracture . Second. we assume the response due to an individual connection from a 
piezometer to the wellbore is a linear function of the response in the wellborl' 
being tested. If these assumptions arc valid. the response at a piC1.0111cter is a 
linear sum of all connections that occur between the wellbore being tested and till' 
observation location. 
In order to evaluate the multiple connections. the linear connections can he 
evaluated in matrix form by first writing a matrix. M for all the connection 
lncations in the wcllhore as: 
s,, s,2 s,1 
M= S 21 S 22 
5 21 (-L2l 
s,, s,2 s,1 
where slJ is the drawdown (negative drawdown is buildup) at fracture i during test 
J. The response at a piezometcr can he written as the vector. A as: 
s, 
A= S2 
s I 
t-+ .. ~l 
The connel't1\lns where A1 is the drawdown at the piez.ometer during test j . 
between the well bore and the piezomctcr can then he evaluated using: 
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MU=A ( -L-l) 
where U is the vector of the connection coefficients with l 1, rq1rcsL'nt111g the 
relative connection strength hetween fracture i and the ohsenation ll1c1tllrn. Tn 
solve for U. a matrix inversion is required. Since M is unliKelv to he S\IllillL'trie. 
- -
the \'ector U is solved for hy using transpose matrices and snh ing : 
(-l 5) 
The matrix. M. was augmented to account for fractun:s that Illa\ ha\ 'L' 
heen covered during the testing sequence . The lllatrix wa-. aug111ented h~ ;1dding 
fracture signals that include a null response where the fracture may ha\ L' hl'L'll 
covered. In the tests conducted at Clare. adding a -.ecnnd signal for fracturL' 2 and 
-l convened the 9x5 matrix to a 9x7 lllatrix. In soh111g for the 111atrix codfic1ents . 
only one of the fracture signals can he used in the final connection solution . 
In solving the connections. the physical systelll prnvides a strong 
constraint on the inversion. The connection coefficients cannot he negative. A 
negaci,·e connec!ion coefficient would imply that generating a drawdown at a 
fracture would cause a pressure huildup at sollle other location in !he aquifer 
Wich this constraint. 1nvers1ons tha! produced negali\e coefficiencs could he 
discounted as physically unrcalizahle models. If no models fit !he physical 
syscem with all of the fracture signals included 111 \I. individual signals were 
removed until the physical model with the smallest lllean error was obtained . 
For qualitative connections. !he strong sigml generaced hy the asymllle!ric 
dipole test enahles a single connection to he determined hy ohscrv;1tion of the -.ign 
change present in the signals for individual fracture-.. However. to detern1111e 
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quantitatively the Vector U for each riet.ometer. a separate ill\L'rse prohklll lllllSt 
he solved. For the 10 riezometers monitored. 10 invnse prnhk111s lllUSI he 
eYaluated. 
RESULTS 
The results from the Clare Valley indicate that insights available from 
rorous media arrroaches are not useful in this aquifer. The asymmetric dipole 
tests conducted indicate that continuum assumptions arc not appropriate for this 
aquifer at the well scale. Discrete hydraulic connections can Ill' L'stahlishcd 
hetween many locations in the aquifer. with fracture connections ocL·u1Ti11g in 
three dimensions. These connections are anal y1.ed based tlll L' :c1m 111111g the 
simrlest connections first. 
Homogeneous, Isotropic Aquifer 
Symmetric di role testing (Kabala. I ()93) in a continuum generates a 
.symmetric field with the location of the central packer providing a plane of 
symmetry between drawdown and buildur . Asymmetric dipole -flow tc-.ting 
causes the rlane of symmetry to be disrlaced in the direction of the larger testing 
role !Figure 4 .5) . Evaluating the results of testing in the Clare Valley in a nearly 
symmetric test (Figures 4 .3 and 4.7) . the dirole field generated in the testing well 
is inverted in the 15 meter radial distance to the obscn at ion piernmcters . 
Drawdown is observed arrroximately 15 meters below the packer midpoint in 
well 36385 - riezometer B. Buil<lur is observt.:d 45 meters ahovt.: the packer 111 
well 41497 - piezometer 1. This inversion of the dipole field i-. nut unusual 
considering the orientation of the fracture planes. hut cannnt he L'\pla1nL·d using 
continuum models of the a4uifcr. 
Fracture Connection Locations in Well Clare 105 
Evaluating the response of the lower pok of the asy111111etric prllfilc . 4 
discrete jumps in bulk hydraulic conductivity occur (Figure 4.8). These indicate 
that discrete conductive features have been removed from the lower chamber 
instead of a gradual decrease in average h ydrau I ic conduct 1\1 t y (Hal 1 han and 
Zlotnik. in preparation). With the available data. five permeable locations arc 
available for connections. the four features that were el11111natcd during thL· 
profile. and the conductive zone above test I. Double packer testing in the well 
indicates the same five zones can be interpreted except fracture 2 which is likely 
two or more different fractures that the dipole testing did not resolve (Figure 4 .8 l. 
The signal for each fracture intercepting well Clare 105 is the re .sponsc of the 
testing chamber that the fracture was located in during each test t Figure 4 l) l. The 
results of the testing and the interpreted response of each fracture at the \\ell arc 
compiled in Table 4 . 1. 
The matrix approached yielded models for e\cry piezorncter. The signal 
for fracture 2 assuming that the packer covered the fracture during test 2 yielded 
stronger connection coefficients than the signal assuming the fracture was always 
open. The signal from fracture 4 was stronger without being altered. In hoth 
cases. the results would not he changed for which fracture-., were connected . lln!y 
the maonitude of the connection coefficients. ::-
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Piezometers 5, 6, C and D 
Piezometers 5 and 6 (well 41497) and picznmctcrs C ;111d D (\\ell 3631'\5\ 
have a similar response during the test series (Figures 4.1 O and 4. 11 ). All nf the 
tests in the piezometers do not have a significant drav,:down -..ignal llhsen cd ( > 5 
llllll) during any of the tests except for test 9 at piezometer C which has \)Illy 
centillleter of drawdon (Figure 4. 11: Table 4.1 ). This indicates that either the 
connection between Clare I 05 and the piezometers 1s vc1s \vcak \lr c;t11 he 
considered unconnected . This may he expected at the depth that lhL·sc 
piczometers are placed (Figure 4 3 ). The signals observed in al I four piczomctcrs 
do have a single sign change . So if a connection was interpreted. piczomelL'!-.. 5. 
C. and D would he connected to fracture I, and piezometer 6 would he cllnnected 
to fracture 2. 
The matrix solution for these piezo!lletcrs i ndicatcs rough I y l hL' :-.alllL' 
response as interpreted from examining the sign change (Figures 4 . 10 and 4. 1 I: 
Table 4.2) . The connection coefficients arc gcnt:rally small. Tl1L' inlL'lprL·t;1till11 
would he that these locations are poorly connected if at all. 
Piezometers A and B 
Piezometers A and B (well 36385) have a quantitati\cly similar rc-..ponsL' 
during the test series (Figure 4.12: Table 4.1 ). Both piczomctcrs ha\c result... that 
~ ~ 
look similar to the signal from fracture 5. however almost all of the tests observe 
Jrawdown during the testing instead of buildup as would he expected from 
fracture 4 or 5. Fracture 2 is a likely connection to provide drawdown during the 
majority of tests . except test I. Fracture I does not make a good candidate for a 
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strong connection hecause it would cause test I to ha\·e more dra\\lh)\\ n than is 
ohserved. The matrix inversion suggests that the piel.l)flleters are strongly 
connected to fractures 2 and 4 with a weaker connection to fracture I (Tahle -l .2l. 
Piezometers 1 and 2 
Piezometers I and 2 (well 41497) have nearly identical signals (Figure 
-l . I J: Table 4. 1 ). Both signals look very similar to the response from fracture 2 
and indicate a strong connection with that fracture . Howe\·er. tL'St I rL·quirL'S 
positive Jrawdown to be generated at the both piezo111eters. which c1n1wt \)CL'ltr 
with fracture 2. This indicates that fracture I 111ust alsu he connected . The 
increase observed at both piezometers between test I and 2 and the pl)Siti\e 
drawdown observed for both tests inJicate that it must he uHrnected t() both 
fractures and 2. The piezometers must also have a weak connection to fracture 
5. This is inJicated by huilJup occurring during test 7 for both piezomcters. 
Additionally. the trend in both piew111eters is steeper than e\(1CCted for ;1 
connection with only fracture I and 2. So using both the magnitude and -,ign of 
the -.ignal at the piezometers. J connections can he interpreted for the-.e 
piezometers. 
The matrix mvers1on results in the same conclusion for the pie/\)rneters 
(Table 4.2). The weak connection with fracture .'i can he detected because of the 
strong signal generated at that location. To improve the quantitative values of the 
connection coefficients from fractures I and 2. a higher pu111ping r;1te for tesh 
higher in the well would need to be imposed to generate a stronger -,ignal for the 
upper fractures . 
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Piezometer 3 
The signal observed at pieznmeter 3 is relati\ely co111plic1lL'd (Figure 
..+ . 14a: Table 4 . 1 ). A simple connection to fracture-+ or 5 can he ohsenL·d due to 
the persistent buildup observed during most of the tests . 
connections that generate the large positive drawdown on test 3. and the null 
response on test 5 are difficult to interpret. It is unlikely that fracture I \\ ould 
generate the observed signal with the response observed on test I . The nearest 
piezometers 2 and 4 have connections to fractures 2 and 3. These seem l1J...L· the 
most likel y candidates to explain the response ohserved. The response at this 
piezometer illustrates that a signal can get complex enough that matrix ill\ er-. ion 
would he required for anal ysis. The matrix inversion for piezometer 3 indicates a 
complex connection pattern \Vith relatively strong connections to four fraL'lu1't' " 
(Tahle ..+ .2). 
Piezometer 4 
The observations in piczorncter 4 (well -+ 1497) indicate a sign L'i1ange 
hetween tests 8 and 9 (Figure 4 .14h: Table 4.1 ). This indicates a connection to 
fracture 5. However. the signal from fracture 5 dt)e-. not explain \\ hy the 
magnitude of the si gnal in the piernmeter is greater h tgher in the we 11. If on h· 
fracture 5 was connected. the magnitude of the signal should increase with depth 
in parallel with fracture 5. If fracture 3 is included as a second connection. the 
tests from the upper portion of the well would ha\c fracture 3 and 5 aL·ting 
together to generate drawdown at piezorncter 4. vvhtle after te-.t 3. the two 
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fractures would have signals with opposite signs . The matr1\ in\·crs1\l11 111d1L";ttL''-
three connections with the strongest connection at fracture 3 ( Tahlc -L2 l 
DISCUSSION 
The results of the asymmetric Ji pole-flow testing or well Clare I O.'i 
illustrate the connections present between the well and the pioomctcrs lFit:urc 
-l . I .'i ). The results indicate that a continuum approach to understanding flow at 
this scale at this site is not appropriate . The connection structure de11HHhtr;1ted hy 
testing is not unusual for a fractured aquifer with high angle fracture sets. 
The difficulty in interpreting geophysical logs or correlating double pad;.er 
data between wells in this aquifer is easily demonstrated \\ ith this 1ed111ique. 
While double packer testing can demonstrate the conducli\e inlcn·als in Cl;11L' 
I 05. these conductive intervals Jo not horizontall y correlate with the oh-..cn a111111 
network. Fracture 5 provides a high conductivity patl1\vay between the upper 
conductive portion of the aquifer and deepest portions of the \\ell. Fral'lure .1 
prl)\ ides a conductive pathway for fluids and contaminants . hut !he 111;ijPrity of 
the available monitoring network is not useful for monitoring this location . Thc-..e 
difficulties in monitoring a discrete fracture network arc not new. hut a-..;. ll1111L'trtc 
dipole-flow tests can improve the characterization of the connection-.. and the 
permeability structure of an aquifer at the site scale . 
The primary weakness of asymmetric Jipolc-flmv tests is the area nr 
influence of the test. Standard hydraulic testing. extraction or injccti11n . rc-..ults in 
a radial inverse dependence (R 1) on the testing signal generated at thL· \\cllhorc. 
This allows for observations to he made some distance from the wcllhore . D1pl1lc 
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testing instead has an K 2 dependence . This rapid lo-.,-., pf -.,ig:nal \\1th r;1dial 
distances limits the ability of the test to examine large areas of an aquifer from a 
single well. The loss of signal at the piezometcrs makes -.,ome of the cnnnection 
interpretation ambiguous. Increasing the drawdown or huildup signal 1s only 
useful for a small range in the profile as either the upper pole will drain 
completely. or the lower pole will buildup too much hydraulic head. The 
corollary to this signal strength problem is that this method will preferentially 
e\'aluate the strongest connections at a site with locations nf decreasing hydraulic 
connection strength preferential I y excluded from analysis. 
Another difficulty with fracture connection analysis at the site-sL·ale that 
affects this and any other testing method is the location nf the monitoring 
network. Piezorneters 5. 6. C and D may not respond to any hydraulic testing 
since they may be located within unfractured matrix and only respond to long 
term changes in hydraulic head at the site . While asymmetric dipole tests can 
evaluate the locations of connections. if no connections arc a\·;ulahle. the analysis 
may he ambiguous for distinguishing between a poor connection and no 
connection. 
CO:\CLUSIONS 
Asymmetric dipole-flow testing is useful for determining hydraulic 
connections between locations closer than 20 meters apart in a fractured aquifer. 
BY utilizing the contrast in signal between drawdown generated in the upper pole 
- ~ ~ 
of a test with the buildup generated in the lower portion of a test. the response at 
p1ezometers can be interpreted to determine the location nf discrete connection-., in 
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a fractured aquifer. The hydraulic response of these site:- l'~lll 1Jt1t he 1ntcrpretL'd 
using continuum hydrology at this scale . The technique i:-- limited b\ the R 2 
influence of the technique. but allows for testing connecti,1ns witlwut c1 11riori 
horizontal assumptions. 
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Figure 4.1 : Block diagram and outcrop picture of the lithology of the Wend urec 
Vineyard field ite. 
The block diagram illustrates major fracture sets pre. ent at the Wcndource 
vineyard. Photograph illustrate a view of the bottom of erti al bcddin cr at a 
location in the town of Clare, South Australia. 
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Figure 4.2: W ell locations for the Wendouree vineyard. 
The location of the three we ll s used in thi s study. Inset illustrates the location of 
the Clare V all ey, South Austral ia. 
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Figure 4.3: Cross-sectional view of Wendouree field site. 
Dipole-flow testing was performed in well Clare l 05, six observat ion I ·at it ns 
were available in well 41497, with 4 additional observation locations<\\ ,1il,1bk in 
well 36385. Packer illustrates location for resu lts given in Fi,:,urc 4.7. 
Figure 4.4: Asymmetric dipole-flow tool used to test well Clare I 05. 
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Figure 4.5: Theoreti cal asymmetri c dipole-fl ow fi eld generated fo r packers in 
three diffe ren t locations. 
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Pac ker midpoint is located at the interception of the 0.0 contour with the y-ax is. 
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Figure 4.6: Conceptual mode l for single connection analys is. 
2 si ng le fractures connect piezometers PI and P2 to th we li b re. 5 asymmctri 
dipo le tests (A-E) generate the g iven tes t responses. 
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Figure 4.7: Asymmetric dipole field generated with packer located at po~iti n 
illustrated in Figure 4.3. 
ote K '.! dependence of the di pole field even though the piez meters ar n' t along 
continuous rays from the dipole midpoint. 
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Figure 4.8: Re ponse of hydraulic testing of Clare I OS. 
Graph on left il lustrates 4 discrete jumps in hydraulic oncluctivity that arc 
ob erved during a series of a ,ymmetric dipole-now tests . These jumps arc 
interpreted as fracture location . The graph on the right illustrates ndu ' Li 1t1cs 
obtained from double packer testing conducted over 5-meter intervals and the 
fracture number assigned to each high conductivity inter al. The bars n the rar 
right indicate packer locations for the asymmetric dipole-flow tests. 
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Figure 4.9: Hydraulic signals generated at fractures I to S in we ll Clare I OS. 
The shaded portions of the graph. indicate the portion of the signal where 
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line in fractures 2 and 4 indicate the altern at ive signal generated if the packer 
covered the fracture during testing. 
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Figure 4. 10: Observations and model drawdown for piezometers 5 and 6. 
A) A ymmetric dipole-flow test elevations versus drawdown data observed at 
piezometer 5 (Well 41497) with 5 mm error bars . Continuous lines indicate 
matrix inversion model result · for connections to Clare 105. B) Field data and 
model re ults for piezometer 6 (Well 4 1497) 
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Figure 4. 1 1: Observations and model drawdown for piezometers C and D. 
A) Asymmetri c d ipo le-flow test elevat ions versus drawd wn data observed at 
piezometer C (We ll 36385) with 5 mm error bars . Continuous lines indicate 
matrix inversion mode l resu lts for connections to C lare I 05 . B) F ie ld data and 
model re u lts for piezometer D (Well 36385) 
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Figure 4 . 12: Observations and model drawdown for piezometers A and B. 
A) Asymmetric dipole-flow test elevations versus drawdown data observed at 
piezometer A (We ll 36385) with 5 mm error bars. Continuous line indi cate 
matrix inversion model results for connections to Clare 105 . B) Field data and 
model re ·ults for piezometer B (Well 36385) 
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Figure 4. 13 : Observations and model drawdown for piezometers I and 2. 
A) A ymmetric dipole-flow test elevations versus drawdown data observed at 
piezometer I (Well 41497) with 5 mm error bars. Continuous lines indi cate 
matrix inversion model results for connections to Clare I 05. B) Field data and 
model r ults for piezometer 2 (Well 41497) 
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Figure 4. 14: Observations and model drawdown for piezometers 3 and 4. 
A) Asymmetric dipole-flow test elevations versus drawdown data observed at 
piezometer 3 (Well 41497) with 5 mm error bars. Continuous lines indicate 
matrix inversion model result for connections to Clare l 05. B) F ield data and 
model results for piezometer 4 (Well 41497) 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 
Continuum approximations of aquifer permeability have provided many 
useful techniques to examine groundwater. However. in heterogeneous fractured 
and karstic aquifers, the assumption of a hydrologic continuum may not hold. In 
these settings. the permeability of the aquifer may depend on the scale of 
measurement. The value of permeability obtained by a given technique may yield 
a value which is useful for determining the quantity of flow. but in these aquifers. 
the value may only be appropriate at a given scale and location . Additionally. if 
the direction and rate of flow is required, heterogeneities may dominate the 
aquifer causing poor or incorrect estimates when using continuum techniques. 
A 4uantitative analysis of outcrop data in the Edwards aquifer of central 
Texas illustrates that the permeability scale effect first described by Kiraly ( 1975) 
can be explain as a change in sampling volume between tests . The analysis 
indicates that outcrop-scale data can be useful for prediction on larger-scale. The 
analysis illustrates the fundamental importance of the distribution of fracture 
apertures in predicting the quantity of flow in fractured aquifers. Based on 
aperture alone. excluding other fracture properties, a small number of fractures 
will control a flow system even though thousands of fractures may be present. 
Additionally. invoking conduit flow though an aquifer as a mechanism to explain 
large spring flows or small drawdowns during well testing is difficult to <lo on a 
quantitatin~ basis . The probability of intercepting a continuous conduit with a 
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well is very small, and fractures can provide sufficient flow to reproduce the 
observed effects in high permeability aquifers. 
Asymmetric dipole-flow tests provide a technique that is particularly 
suited to investigating fractured aquifers at the site scale. This new technique is 
sensitive to heterogeneities. allowing aquifer investigations to examine high 
conductivity features that control flow. This testing prevents focusing on small 
open fractures or kinematic fractures that don't provide a significant amount of 
fluid to a well. but may appear important when using other geophysical 
techniques . Asymmetric dipole-flow tests evaluate changes 111 average 
conductivity and provide the ability to determine how the bulk properties of a set 
of fractures respond. Additionally. this technique allows fracture networks to be 
evaluated to determine the three-dimensional response of a fractured aquifer 
instead of being restricted to a one- or two-dimensional analysis . 
Future work in outcrop analysis needs to test outcrop data in a purely 
fractured aquifer where no karst conduits are present. This will allow further 
testing of how accurately outcrop aperture distributions can reproduce 
conductivity values from hydraulic tests in wells . Additional work is needed to 
determine if the fracture density of conductive fractures can be determined u 
priori. Finally, better steady state permeability combination models are needed to 
increase or decrease estimated well- and regional-scale conductivities based on 
the distribution of not only fracture aperture, but fracture spacing, length, and 
roughness. 
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Future work in dipole-flow testing in fractured aquifers needs to critically 
examine the data generated by the technique in these aquifers. How do the values 
of dipole-flow tests compare with other forms of testing in these settings? Can 
connections between fractures in three-dimensions be determined with dipole 
testing. or does the ill-posedness of the inverse problem combined with the lack of 
dipole resolution limit the usefulness of this technique'? To answer these 
questions , additional modeling work will be required to test the dipole technique 
under well constrained model conditions comparing the results of dipole tests 
with other hydraulic techniques . Additionally. a well-characterized field site with 
the potential for conducting a three-dimensional series of tests over a block 
approximately I 0 meters on a side would provide better insight into these 
ljUestions . 
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Appendix A: Analytical Model of Asymmetric Dipole-Flow Test 
For the equations presented in Chapter 3 for the asymmetric dipole-flow 
test. the response of the dimensionless quantities to variations needs to be 
understood to properly utilize the analytical models. The analytical model also 
needs to be tested to determine the field testing limits (Equations are in Chapter 3 
and variable definitions are in Table 3. 1 ). Variations in the analytical model are 
tested for a 0 . 1-meter radius well located in a 100-meter thick aquifer with a 
hori zontal hydrauli c conductivity of Hr" m s·1• For the majority of simulation. a 
1.0-meter packer, a 1.0-1 s" 1 pumping rate, and isotropic conditions are utilized for 
parameter values. 
The variations of A and B 111 equations 3.5 and 3.6 are illustrated in 
Figure A. 1. As the chambers reach zero length , the ahsolute value of the chamber 
drawdown approaches infinity. As the chambers increase in length. the 
drawdown approaches zero as the pumping rate hecomcs too little to generate 
measurable drawdown. 
D in many case would have very little effect on asymmetric dipole-flow 
test equations 3.5 and 3.6 (Figure A.2) . For typical values of D in the range of 
0.01-0.1 (I <Jc to I 0% of aquifer thickness), very little variability is observed in the 
response of the test. Only when D reaches values of 30% of aquifer thickness or 
greater is a noticeable effect observed. This indicates that suhstituting packers of 
different lengths will not provide much variahility in test results . 
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The dimensionless well radius. r w • combines the well radius and the 
anisotropy (Figure A.3: Equation 3.7) . For large values of r w , the model predicts 
no drawdown will occur in a chamber (Equations 3.5 and 3.6). This large value 
case would likely be due to strong vertical conductivity as opposed to large 
diameter boreholes. Diameters large enough to demonstrate this effect cannot 
have a packer placed to conduct a test. 
The case of smal I values of r w wi 11 be the normal case for the majority of 
field conditions. For infinitely small values of r w the analytical solution is not 
valid. The solution has a singularity at r w = 0 which would coincide with an well 
of infinitesimally small diameter. or an infinitely low vertical conductivity. In a 
fractured rock aquifer, the case of infinitely low vertical conductivity may be 
encountered when fracture networks are unconnected except by a borehole. In 
this case. it is expected that each testing chamber should respond as individual 
pumping and injection chambers whose response would be governed by the 
equations for partially penetrating wells (Hantush, 1961 ). 
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Figure A. I: Drawdown variation in response to variations in A and B . 
As the chamber size approaches zero the absolute value of chamber drawdown 
approac hes infinity, and as the chamber size approac hes infinity, the chamber 
drawdown approac hes zero. 
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Figure A.2: Drawdown variations in response to variation of D. 
Value of D are presented for all lines except where D = 0.05 . For realistic 
values of D , the variation in packer size will not strongly affect the tes t. 
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Figure A.3: Variation in drawdown with changes in r w . 
As r" or r w gets large (or anisotropy, a, gets small), the chamber drawdown 
approaches zero . As rw or rw gets small (or anisotropy, a, gets large) , the 
chamber drawdown continuall y increases . 
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Appendix B: Asymmetric Dipole-flow Test Results from Bissen 
Well 13 
0.6 . 
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Figure B. I: Transducer response for upper and lower chambers for test I. 
Upper graph illustrates response of upper chamber with positive drawdown. 
Lower graph illustrates response of lower chamber with negative drawdown 
(buildup). Note the scale for drawdown in the chambers is different for the upper 
and lower chamber, but the scales are the same for tests 1-5. Numerical data can 
be obtained from the author for all tests. 
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Figure B.2: Transducer response for upper and lower chambers for test 2. 
Upper graph illustrates response of upper chamber with positive drawdown. 
Lower graph illustrates response of lower chamber with negative drawdown 
(buildup) . Note the scale for drawdown in the chambers is different for the upper 
and lower chamber, but the scales are the same for tests 1-5 . 
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Figure B .3: Transducer response for upper and lower chambers for test 3. 
Upper graph illustrates response of upper chamber with positive drawdown. 
Lower graph illustrates response of lower chamber with negat ive drawdown 
(buildup ). Note the scale for drawdown in the chambers is different for the upper 
and lower chamber, but the scales are the same for tests 1-5 . 
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Figure 8.4: Transducer response for upper and lower chambers for test 4. 
Upper graph illustrates response of upper chamber with positive drawdown. 
Lower graph illustrates response of lower chamber with negative drawdown 
(bui ldup). Note the scale for drawdown in the chambers is different for the upper 
and lower chamber, but the scales are the same for tests 1-5. 
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Figure B.5: Transducer response for upper and lower chambers for test 5. 
Upper graph illustrates response of upper chamber with positive drawdown. 
Lower graph illustrates response of lower chamber with negative drawdown 
(buildup). Note the scale for drawdown in the chambers is different for the upper 
and lower chamber, but the scales are the same for tests 1-5 . 
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Figure B .6: Transducer response for upper and lower chambers for test 6. 
Upper graph illustrates response of upper chamber with positive drawdown. 
Lower graph illustrates response of lower chamber with negative drawdown 
(buildup). Note the scale for drawdown in the chambers is different for the upper 
and lower chamber. 
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Figure B.7: Transducer response for upper and lower chambers for test 7. 
Upper graph illustrates response of upper chamber with negative drawdown 
(bu ildup). Lower graph illustrates response of lower chamber with negative 
drawdown (bui ldup). Note the scale for drawdown in the chambers is different 
for the upper and lower chamber. This response cannot be explained with a single 
layer model, but can occur with a two layer simulation (Halihan, I 999a). 
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Appendix C: Model Dipole Response in Layered Aquifers 
Numerical modeling was conducted to determine the hypothetical of the 
asymmetric dipole-flow test response to various heterogeneities. The results from 
the numerical modeling can then be used to help interpret the field data from a 
well characterized site to determine the usefulness of asymmetric dipole-flow 
tests in fractured aquifers. 
Numerical modeling was performed with FRAC3DVS 3.1 on three 
different aquifer configurations: a homogeneous aquifer. an aquifer with a single 
horizontal fracture, and a two layer aquifer with an order of magnitude 
permeability contrast (Therrien and Sudicky. I 996). Hydraulic conductivity for 
the matrix was selected as an average permeability for wells (K = Io··' m/s). The 
high permeability matrix was an order of magnitude higher. The fracture aperture 
used was I . I mm (K = I 0° m/s) . The model aquifer was I 00 m in thickness. with 
a well diameter of 0.25 m. The profiling simulations were conducted from 20 to 
80 meters depth to avoid boundary effects and excessively high heads. 
The numerical modeling was conducted as steady state experiments. (The 
input files for FRAC3DVS for the single fracture simulation are located at the end 
of this appendix). The boundaries were selected as constant head nodes. 
Negligible effects were observed for changing the boundaries to no-flow. This is 
due to the small region of influence of the dipole test relative to the distance from 
the boundaries . 
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UPPER CHA1\1BER RESPONSE 
The response of the upper chamber to the numerical simulations indicate 
that for the homogeneous case a smooth curve is developed as is expected from 
the analytical modeling (Figure C. l ). For the simulation of a single fracture, the 
upper chamber response is the same response of the matrix alone until the 
chamber encounters the fracture . At that point the profile leaves the matrix curve 
and attains a value that is an average of the matrix and the fracture conductivity. 
As the chamber begins to include additional matrix the average value for the 
conductivity changes very little and a nearly straight line profile is developed 
lower in the well. 
For the two-layer model. a different result is obtained (Figure C. I) . The 
chamber follows the curve for the high conductivity upper layer for the upper 
portion of the well. For the lower portion. the conductivity is an average that 
includes small additions of lower conductivity matrix. The profile leaves the 
homogenous curve and traces a nearly straight line through the lower portion of 
the well. 
LOWER CHA\IBER RESPONSE 
The lower chamber response for the homogeneous case is again a smooth 
curve as expected from analytical modeling (Figure C.2). For the simulation of a 
single fracture, the profile follows an average value between the fracture and the 
matrix for the upper half of the well. Once the fracture is excluded from the 
lower chamber, the response follows the homogenous curve for the matrix 
permeability (Figure C.2) . 
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For the layered simulation, the lower chamber traces out a curve that is an 
average of the high and low conductivities (Figure C.2). As the high conductivity 
matrix is removed from the chamber, the drawdown moves towards the lower 
matrix homogeneous profile . Once the chamber only has the lower conductivity 
matrix, the test response follows the low conductivity homogenous curve. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The asymmetric dipole-flow models illustrated that fracture zones could 
be distinguished from layered media in the dipole profile (Figures C. I and C.2l. 
The homogenous case for K=IO _ _. m/s and K"'i m/s forms curves that illustrate that 
as the smaller segment of the dipole reaches zero length. the head de\'eloped in 
that segment approaches infinity or in reality the packer ruptures or hydraulic 
fracturing occurs . In the other chamber. as the larger dipole segment reaches 
infinity, the head difference developed from the initial state is zero. If a single 
fracture is present. steps in the head profile are observed where the fracture ts 
intersected (Figures C. l and C.2). The simulations indicate that the test 1s 
sensitive to the transmissivity of each individual segment, and is not strongly 
influenced by the other pole of the test. In the layered simulations, the profile 
changes head gradually, finally reaching the homogenous curve when the test 
segment only includes the homogenous media (Figures C. I and C.2). 
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Figure C. l Numerical model of response of upper chamber. 
The left side of the figure illustrates the numerical models tested. The upper 
model is a single 1.1 mm fracture located in a I 00 m thick aquifer. The lower 
model is a layered model with the upper layer having a conductivity an order of 
magnitude above the lower layer. The numerical results for the upper chamb r 
are presented on the right. The smooth curves indicate the results for 
homogenous aqu ifers with a single value for conductivity. The data points 
indicate the profile obtained moving down though the model aquifers. 
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Figure C.2 Numerical model of response of lower chamber. 
The left side of the figure illustrates the numerical models tested. The upper 
model is a single I. I mm fracture located in a I 00 m thick aquifer. The lower 
model is a layered model with the upper layer having a conductivity an order of 
magnitude above the lower layer. The numerical results for the lower chamber 
are presented on the right. The smooth curves indicate the results for 
homogenous aquifers with a single value for conductivity. The data points 
indicate the profile obtained moving down though the model aquifers. 
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FRAC3DVS FILE DIPOLE7.NP 
Asymmetric dipole fl ow test model for single fracture 
' Preparing 1000 (m2) grid with rectangles (31 x 31) 
Generate variable rectangles 
31 
31 
0 .00. 150 .. 300 .. 450., 460., 470., 480 .. 490. 
495 .. 496 .. 497 .. 498 ., 498.5 , 499 .. 499.5 
500. 
500.5. 50 I.. 501.5. 502. , 503 ., 504 .. 505 . 
510 .. 520 .. 530 .. 540 .. 550., 700 .. 850., !000. 
0 .00. 150 .. 300 .. 450., 460., 470., 480 .. 490. 
495., 496 ., 497 ., 498., 498 .5, 499 ., 499 .5 
500. 
500.5. 50 I .. 501 .5, 502 .. 503., 504 .. 505 . 
510., 520 .. 530 .. 540 .. 550., 700 .. 850 .. I 000. 
Generate laye rs from slice 
.true . 
. true . 
. true . 
0. 
I 
Ell\vards 
50 
.true . 
I 00. 
Done grid definition 
1 Echo coordinates 
1 Echo incidences 
'Transient fl ow 
'Adaptive timesteps 
'Output times 
'I I 
I I . 
I 10. 
'60. 
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1 100. 
'600. 
1 1000. 
16000. 
'10000. 
'60000. 
I I 00000. 
1>60000. 
clear chosen nodes 
Choose nodes x plane 
0.0 
1.e-5 
specified head 
I 
0.0. I 00.0 
clear chose n nodes 
choose nodes x plane 
I 000.0 
1.e -5 
specified head 
I 
0.0. I 00.0 
clear chosen nodes 
choose nodes y plane 
0.0 
I .e-5 
specified head 
I 
0.0, I 00.0 
clear chosen nodes 
choose nodes y plane 
I 000.0 
1.e-5 
specified head 
I 
0.0. 100.0 
' make horizontal fracture 
120 
Clear chosen faces 
Choose faces z plane 
50. 
l .e-5 
Make fractures 
fracture 
Echo fracture incidences 
1 initial conditions 
Choose nodes all 
Initial head 
100.0 
' make 2 wells with one over the other segments 
Make well 
500. 500. 0. 
500. 500. 28 . 
6.3e-4 
0.25 
0.25 
7.664c04 
0.0 
I JO gptn 
Make well 
500. 500. 32 . 
500. 500. I 00. 
-6 .3e-4 
0.25 
0.25 
7.664c04 
0.0 
Make ohservation point 
500. 500. 24. 
Make ohservation point 
500. 500. 76. 
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FRAC3DVS FILE \IPROPS 
Generic Matrix 
I .Oe-5 ! kx 
I .Od-5 ! ky 
l .Od-5 ' kz 
0.0 1 specific storage 
0 .02 1 porosity 
.true. ! t:ibular data follows if true 
2. ! #of pressure - relative k values 
-4.50. 0 .3502 ! pressure, relative k 
0.000. 1.00 
1 
' #of saturation - relative k values 
0.3502, 3.4d- I 2 ! saturation. relative k 
1.00. 1.00 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
2.65 
0.0 
0.0 
1 longitudinal dispersivity 
1 transverse dispersivity 
! transverse vertical dispersivity 
' tortuosity 
! bulk density 
FRAC3DVS FILE FPROPS 
fracture 
1.0 
.true. 
1.0 
0.011 
.true . 
...., 
0.0 1.0 
-1.0 1.0 
2 
0.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 
I 
1.0 1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
fracture storage coefficient 
true if fracture 
frack if not fracture 
aperture 
ta bu I ar data 
'dummy line 
! dummy line 
' dummy line 
al frac 
atfrac 
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